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Abstract 
 
A review of the research literature and observations obtained from personal 
professional experience in process improvement indicate process improvement success 
is not guaranteed and there are many factors that conspire to push improvement 
initiatives toward failure. Indications are that process improvement failure rates in 
manufacturing environments are high and that performance gains attained struggle to 
be sustained over time. The same mistakes appear to occur repeatedly and it would 
appear at first glance that manufacturing organisations on the whole are slow and 
ineffective learners. However often before undertaking a course of education it is first 
necessary to understand that an entity, either person or organisation, has a knowledge 
gap that would be beneficial to close. It is difficult to take action on risks inhibiting the 
likelihood of success if that organisation is oblivious to the existence of these risks. A  
further problem occurs when organisations attempt process improvement and set 
performance targets which in practice the organisation has little chance of achieving. In 
these circumstances personnel involved may experience frustration and discontent 
when improvements initiatives continually flounder and as a result avoid further 
participation at all costs. This situation is not inevitable and is avoidable.  
A risk assessment method has been developed in this research with the aim of 
providing manufacturing organisations in particular with knowledge they require to 
increase their probability of success in process improvement projects. The method 
provides knowledge the organisation requires of the capability areas they need to 
strengthen and guidance on areas to tackle first. From data collected on the state of the 
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manufacturing improvement system the risk assessment model provides an estimate of 
the probability of success or odds of achieving defined performance targets. Access to 
this quantitative probability of success predictions for future performance allows a 
more realistic matching of performance gain expectation to the capability of achieving 
that gain. Use of the new developed risk assessment method provides therefore a 
benefit to manufacturing industry by better matching improvement expectations to 
existing capability to achieve them.  
New variables and functions have been developed as components of the innovative risk 
assessment model. The ‘performance effectiveness’ variable kP is a new measure of the 
effort applicable to obtain a level of performance gain. The new function P vs kP 
matches performance gain to the effort required to attain that gain based on 
characteristics of the specific process improvement project. The function kP vs SC 
specifies the range of effort kP an organisation can apply to an improvement based on 
their level of improvement capability defined as the ‘capability score’ SC. Integration of 
these functions provides a quantitative estimate of the probability of success in 
attaining a desired performance target. As a result performance targets may be set with 
the knowledge of the probability or odds of achieving them and less on misplaced 
optimism and wishful thinking. Proof of application of the new model is provided by 
two industry case studies.  
Accumulated risk factors once known may be used to drive capability improvement. 
This drive is not possible if potential risk factors are not known. Realistic matching of 
performance gain expectations to current improvement capability improves odds of 
success resulting in increased willingness over time for personnel to contribute and 
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participate in further improvement projects. This then is the basis of successful 
continuous improvement in a manufacturing organisation.  
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1 Introduction 
Organisations are looking to make improvements that increase their operational 
performance with the expectation of increasing their bottom-line and ability to survive 
and thrive against their competitors. They may determine a number of actions or 
projects to improve their processes and ultimately their performance. Resource 
limitations often dictate the need to prioritise process improvement (PI) projects to 
select those few projects that can provide meaningful benefit when weighed against the 
level of effort required to achieve them. Various techniques and methods are utilised to 
perform this prioritisation process. A weakness with these methods is the lack of an 
accompanying numerical estimate of the probability of success (POS) of achieving the 
desired performance gains. For organisations with a low level of ability and focus even 
small and relatively simple gains may be difficult to initially achieve and then sustain 
into the future. A method is required to include a calculation of the POS when 
evaluating and prioritising a set of PI projects.  
The advantage of POS knowledge is its use in a PI project risk assessment. If the risk 
of PI project failure is too high actions decisions such as increase of capability, 
modification of scope or even postponement or cancellation may result. Without POS 
knowledge projects may be commenced with little chance of success and subsequently 
fail with possible negative consequences such as recriminations, disappointment and 
disillusionment with PI.  
The prioritisation and selection of PI projects, actions and initiatives based on low 
levels of difficulty does not automatically guarantee success. An organisation with a 
low level of PI capability including lack of focus, management disengagement from the 
improvement process and so on may fail to sustain even simple improvement actions 
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and performance gains. The probability of sustained success may be low in some 
organisational circumstances even for relatively simple PI actions.  
Regardless that many prioritisation methods do not include POS implicitly many 
organisations working with PI first look for the ‘low hanging fruit’ defined by Lee 
(2007) as giving those PI actions higher priority that appear very quick and easy to 
implement. Methods considering low hanging fruit ideas are available such as Lanza 
(1997) proposed starting with low-hanging fruit by initially set priorities on fifty 
suggestions that provided the most benefit for the least effort expended and presenting 
a subset of this list as the most important. Grant (2006) suggested selecting projects 
that are significant and urgent to the business and which can be analysed simply 
allowing staff to be trained in and use simpler analysis tools to perform the analysis 
themselves.  
Organisational behaviour in response to historical performance data can be placed in 
two categories defined by Shukla (2005) as reactive and proactive management. In 
reactive management improvements are based on the need to reduce or remove a past 
deviation, referred to by Shukla as low-hanging fruit. In increasing order of difficulty 
after achieving reactive process improvement is proactive management of process 
elements, reactive management of people, and proactive management of people. 
Giannetto (2009) observed however the goal is not to grab the lowest hanging fruit, but 
to grab the lowest hanging fruit that is of most value to the organisation. Mabin and 
Balderstone (2003) concluded organisations reporting considerable gain from PI may 
have an overweight of projects of low hanging fruit projects. It could be conjectured 
this situation is in due in part to lack of appropriate knowledge of the risks involved. 
The default position in this case of minimal risk understanding may be to only take 
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easy projects even though sizeable gains are available from more difficult projects 
requiring higher levels of effort to succeed. 
1.1 High Failure Rate in Process Improvement Projects 
Process improvement actions characteristically have high failure rates. Reyes et al. 
(2011) determined 20 percent of software projects fail and 40 percent have problems 
with problems with cost, planning or functionality. Failure rates could be as high as 85 
percent. Similarly Czerwinski (2008) estimated success rates in IT projects average 
less than 30 percent. Whittaker (1999) found 31 percent of software projects are 
cancelled before completion. Expected benefits were not delivered by 45 percent of 
improvement projects. Lack of risk management was the highest ranked factor 
contributing to project failure (budget overrun, schedule overrun, failure to supply 
expected benefits).  The most common reasons for project failure observed: 
i) poor project planning,  
ii) weak business case,  
iii) lack of top management involvement and support.  
Performance measurement systems (PMS) improves the performance and overall 
quality of an organisation however the failure rate of performance measurement 
implementation projects is estimated to be 56 percent (de Waal and Counet, 2009). The 
most severe problems cited which organisations encounter are lack of top management 
commitment, not having a PM culture, a low priority on performance measurement, not 
using the PMS after a change of management, low priority placed by management on 
the PMS implementation, and not enough benefit perceived by employees from 
performance measurement. The high failure rate is supported by Burgess et al. (2007) 
with a quoted failure rate for PMS implementations of 70 percent. 
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Failure rates for ERP system implementation are very high. Poba-Nzaou et al. (2008) 
estimated failure rates at 66-70 percent. Yu (2005) presented failure statistics of ERP 
implementation. The fraction scrapped was estimated at 20 percent, partial failure at 40 
percent, and 60-90 percent of implemented ERP systems are less effective than 
expected.  
In a study of Kaizen improvement events in manufacturing organisations Burch (2008) 
determined most organisations evaluate success by comparing actual improvement 
against a pre-defined performance target. Less than 50 percent of non-team members at 
the companies involved believed the events had achieved their performance target. 
The indication from the literature is a lot of companies do process improvement but 
fail. These studies indicated that the companies don’t know they don’t have the 
capability and therefore they fail.  
1.2 Improvement Project Sustainment Outcomes 
Bateman and Rich (2003) studied the factors that influence performance and 
sustainable improvement in manufacturing companies. They determined companies 
tend to have a better knowledge of capability inhibitors than capability enablers. 
Companies that provided enabler countermeasures to inhibitors were more successful 
at sustaining process improvement. Robinson and Schroeder (2009) investigated the 
potential of “going lean”. Small ideas create competitive advantage that is more 
sustainable. Large numbers of small ideas from workers are easier to implement and 
can be a routine part of daily work. This capability is used in very few companies. 
Pillet and Maire (2008) studied the approach of manufacturing firms to sustaining their 
improvement gains. The average sustainability ratio was less than 40 percent. Turesky 
and Connell (2010) engaged a detailed study of a single manufacturing company 
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attempting to implement several lean improvements. Gains resulting from 
improvement projects were not sustained from one model run to the next. Management 
and consultants should know what to do to sustain results but these actions were not 
done.  
The indication from the literature is companies executing process improvement may 
initially meet targets but gains are not sustained. They don’t know they don’t have the 
capability to sustain the gains. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
Manufacturing companies want to improve their performance. Improvement projects 
are put in place based on an analysis of the problem to be improved or potentially on 
gut feeling of decision makers in particular in smaller companies. Desired performance 
gain attained from process improvement projects is not always obtained. Further, initial 
performance gain results obtained are not always sustained over time. Typical 
probability of success for improvement projects according to the literature is roughly 
equivalent to a coin-toss or worse. Probability of success could be improved if desired 
target performance in one or more areas from an improvement was better matched to 
the capability of an organisation to achieve that level of performance in practice.  
This research investigates the theory of performance effectiveness in executing PI 
projects. A novel method of assessing the relationship of performance to the 
performance effectiveness factor is introduced to integrate the actual performance to 
the capability of the organisation.  Furthermore, several methods are introduced in this 
paper to provide users of this methodology a means of completing the assessment 
depending on the circumstances and resources available to the organisation. 
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Currently there is gap in knowledge relating the probability of success in achieving 
desired performance gain based on an estimate of an organisation’s improvement 
capability. This is the gap to be closed from the research in this thesis. 
The objective of the research is to provide a method to be used by manufacturing 
companies to:  
 Facilitate improving the probability of success in meeting performance goals 
from their process improvement projects 
 Allow manufacturing companies to estimate the performance gain range they 
are likely to obtain as a result of attempting to implement a process 
improvement project, thus allowing them to better match performance targets to 
realistically achievable performance. 
 Obtain new knowledge on the improvement capability areas where the 
company is deficient and where improvement could improve their probability 
of success in achieving performance gain targets. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Eliminating Waste from Manufacturing and Business Systems 
2.1.1 Losses 
Losses or waste time can be categorized in numerous ways. Nakajima (1988) listed six 
big time losses, grouped into three major classifications:  
 Downtime loss (equipment failure, setup and adjustment) 
 Speed loss (idling and minor stoppages, reduced speed) 
 Quality loss (defects in process, reduced yield) 
Jeong and Phillips (2001) expanded Nakajima’s six big losses to a total of ten time loss 
categories being a template for any capital intensive industries.  
 Engineering time 
 Idle without operator 
 Non-scheduled time 
 Quality loss 
 R&D usage 
 Scheduled maintenance 
 Setup & adjustment 
 Speed loss 
 Unscheduled maintenance 
 WIP starvation 
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Jeong et al (2001) argued the measurement and sub-grouping of downtime losses, 
where the machine is not available for production, has received much more attention 
by researchers and consultants than the sub-grouping of standby losses where the 
machine is available for production, but is not producing. These last losses include idle 
time, setup and adjustment time, reduced speed, etc. As previously noted, these non-
productive activities can be defined differently from organisation to organisation.  
2.1.2 Waste 
Toyota identified seven major types of non-value-adding waste known as ‘the seven 
wastes’ related to manufacturing and business systems (Ohno, 1988). 
 Overproduction 
 Waiting 
 Unnecessary transport or conveyance 
 Overprocessing (incorrect processing, too much machining) 
 Excess inventory 
 Unnecessary movement 
 Defects  
Other researchers have identified additional types of waste to supplement the original 
list including ‘making do’ (Koskela, 2004), and ‘unused employee creativity’ (Liker, 
2004). Other fields of endeavour have produced lists based on lean waste reduction 
principles. Hicks (2007) utilised the list of seven deadly wastes from the manufacturing 
environment to create a list of seven deadly wastes for information management and 
users of information.  
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2.1.3 Eliminating waste as a part of a lean strategy 
Hines et al. (2004) described a lean framework in two levels. The top level relates to 
understanding value, where any concept providing customer value corresponds with a 
lean strategy.  The lower level includes the operational tools such as TQM, TPM, and 
six sigma that can be used to eliminate waste for achieving the top level strategic goals 
(Nakajima, 1988). The method proposed in Nicholds and Mo (2013) facilitates creation 
of an action plan from observations through TPM type of processes. This tool allows 
evaluation of risk when ranking waste reduction actions to maximise the objective or 
value to an organisation.   
Nicholds and Mo (2013) addressed the difficulty of determining and prioritising 
actions for manufacturing system improvement by proposing a method that determines 
an action list from data collected in the manufacturing environment.  The data can be 
used to assist management in determining the goals and performance targets.  
Management define or develop a set of performance measures with each measurement 
or metric using data from many sources including management, shop floor, 
observations and other sources.  These data cover a broad range of areas including 
technical, organisational, human and control systems.  The key measures are in fact the 
amount of waste in the system.  Waste can be reduced if it can be measured, otherwise 
any perceived waste reduction may be only guesswork.  With a fair amount of data and 
an understanding of the manufacturing system, management can estimate the risks in 
each of the actions and benchmark against potential benefits, for example, a risk that 
the measurement and feedback of a particular waste time type may prove inadequate 
and as a consequence prevent the potential benefit from being realized.  
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2.2 Process improvement 
2.2.1 Lean production 
The philosophy of lean production has been the driving force for process improvement 
in the last couple of decades. Lean manufacturing aims to eliminate or reduce reasons 
for inventory where it is understood inventory mirrors waste (Lee, 2007). Mo (2009) 
assisted a small furniture company that applied lean and agile manufacturing concepts 
when implementing a new IT solution by rationalizing the manufacturing system with 
lean principles. The outcome was a 30 percent increase in productivity and proved that 
lean and agile manufacturing could go hand in hand.  Similarly, Hines et al. (2004) 
integrated agile and hybrid approaches in their research on the evolution of lean 
thinking. By creating a distinction between lean concepts at operational level and at 
strategic level, full realization of lean thinking was proven beneficial.  
Tools and techniques used to implement a Lean Manufacturing System (LMS) include 
but are not limited to: ‘5S’ as the basis for process improvement (Bateman and 
Brander, 2000); ‘5-why’ for eliminating non-value-added NVA activity (Wee and Wu, 
2009); cellular layout (Chowdary and George, 2012, Ngampak and Phruksaphanrat, 
2011); elimination of the seven wastes (Hines and Rich, 1997); framework for reducing 
manufacturing throughput time (Johnson, 2003); information and communication 
technology (ICT) tools (Upadhye et al., 2010); Just in Time (JIT)  (Parnaby, 1988); 
Kaizen events (Van Aken et al., 2010); ‘one piece flow’ where  product flows through 
value adding processes without interruption (Scherrer-Rathje et al., 2009); Poka Yoke  
or mistake proofing (Stewart and Grout, 2001); problem solving approach 
(Componation and Farrington, 2000); process mapping (Mo, 2009); single minute 
exchange of die (SMED) (Shingo, 1985); total productive maintenance (TPM) 
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(Nakajima, 1988, Chan et al., 2005); Toyota’s A3 reports (Chakravorty, 2009); and 
value stream management (VSM) (Hines et al., 1998a).  
Evaluating the effectiveness of lean production requires indicators, and understanding 
of the relationships between the indicators. Sanchez and Perez (2001) studied the 
influence that a company’s objectives could have on the use of lean production 
indicators, using an integrated checklist to assess changes made towards leaner 
production. Their conclusion recognized the importance of production indicators and 
their inclusion in a company’s manufacturing information system. Mo (2012) 
developed a hierarchical model to represent key indicators in process, product and 
people.  The model could incorporate frequency distributions into these indicators to 
compute the probability of success of improvement projects. 
2.2.2 Six Sigma Approach 
The six sigma approach is extended from lean concept but focuses on the quality 
management process that includes statistical analysis of outcomes from an 
infrastructure of people within the company. Zu et al. (2008) found a six sigma 
approach was complementary to and improved business performance improvement 
results obtainable from a traditional quality management (QM) regime. These six 
sigma practices included roles infrastructure, structured improvement processes and 
procedures, and a focus on metrics. Hagemeyer et al. (2006) addressed the issue of 
problem solving tools or quality processes by proposing a classification scheme that 
provides a means to identify and select the appropriate tool.  They demonstrated the 
usefulness in process-driven six sigma approach by applying it to a problem at a large 
manufacturing plant. 
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Vella et al. (2009) explored how a six sigma methodology could be used to support 
enterprise transformation. Using a combined six sigma approach that aligned to the 
various phases of the GERAM life cycle and Critical-To-Satisfaction (CTS) 
considerations, they were able to re-engineer processes and structures in a foreseeable, 
yet dynamic manner that worked well in encourage and achieve improvements in 
operations and service. 
Dunn (1997) performed a case study of a mining site and applied measures of plant 
availability and utilizations to assess equipment performance.  By measuring the 
stoppages, Dunn was able to find opportunities for improvement and gains. However, 
this work fell short in assessing and improving lean manufacturing indicators and did 
not prioritise for action.   
This literature illustrated the importance of a data driven methodology in projects of 
improving manufacturing processes. 
2.2.3 Efficiency Measurements 
Having sufficient data to record the state of manufacturing process is one of the critical 
aspects in process improvement.  Efficiency indicators computed from these data need 
to be monitored and interpreted (Tangen, 2005a). 
Ghalayini and Noble (1996) studied companies which are changing their 
manufacturing systems to use new technologies such as computer integrated 
manufacturing (CIM), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), just in time (JIT), 
optimized production technology (OPT) and total quality management (TQM). They 
found that traditional performance measures were built solely from a pure financial 
management perspective that necessitated the development of new performance 
measures. They outlined eight general limitations and three other specific limitations 
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with traditional methods. They believe that a more integrated approach should be used 
to evaluate, control and improve production processes, link together these areas of 
improvement on the shop floor, and focus on improvement as a whole. 
Bamber et al. (2003) explored the concept of overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) 
with an aim to improve the total competitiveness of the business through an operational 
focus. They concluded that such a strategy would require a holistic approach to draw 
together of many different disciplines or functions on the shop floor to align their 
actions of improvements. 
Similarly, Jonsson and Lesshammar (1999) looked at OEE to help establish a case for 
an overall manufacturing performance (OMP) system. They relied on its “measure of 
internal efficiency” to help achieve a more proactive, competitive and continuously 
improving system. However, OEE has shortcomings. Schonberger (2008) found that 
the system could be manipulated to produce false high efficiency scores by ignoring 
certain time elements. This system deficiency was a type of loss in the lean system 
where long-term quality and true efficiency are the victims. Hence, efficiency 
measurements need to be broad and generic, wherever possible. 
A survey of performance management systems showed that the most severe problems 
organisations encounter in their performance management systems was lack of top 
management commitment (de Waal and Counet, 2009).  The misaligned culture pushed 
performance management to a low priority or in some cases, was abandoned after a 
change of management. Hence, apart from the technical side of implementation 
performance management, the soft system capability in process improvement should 
also be assessed. 
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2.2.4 Problems with process improvement 
Companies implementing improvement may initially meet targets however the 
improvements are not sustained. They do not know they do not have the capability to 
sustain the gains. The gains obtained fall away after initially achieving them. This fall 
may occur quite quickly.  
Bourne et al. (2002) argued a limiting factor to the results obtained from process 
improvement is the time and effort available from an organisation to overcome the 
difficulty of the implementation and change management required. Bourne (2005) 
further reinforced this position.  
Bateman and David (2002) considered the differing degrees of success of improvement 
projects. They defined a sustainability class model to assess the level of sustained 
improvement over the full range of potential results from exceeding performance 
targets and continuous performance improvement to in the worst case regression back 
to initial performance levels. A sustainability model was necessary as people involved 
with process improvement had very diverse ideas on the definition of “sustainability”.  
Bateman and Rich (2003) studied the factors that influence performance and 
sustainable improvement in manufacturing companies. They determined companies 
tend to have a better knowledge of capability inhibitors than capability enablers. 
Companies that mitigated inhibitor risk by the provision of enabler countermeasures to 
inhibitors were more successful at sustaining performance improvement. However 
many companies have problems sustaining improvement (Bateman, 2005). Jaca et al. 
(2012) investigated the importance and application of factors considered relevant to 
sustainable improvement systems.  They established most companies are not interested 
in getting all the people involved in continuous improvement even though it is 
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necessary to sustain improvement and objectives of continuous programs are not 
always aligned with strategic objectives of the organisation. 
Robinson and Schroeder (2009) investigated the potential of “going lean”. Their 
contention is small ideas create competitive advantage that is more sustainable. Large 
numbers of small ideas from workers are easier to implement and can be a part of daily 
work. This capability is however used in very few companies.  
Repenning and Sterman (2002) suggested “The challenge of process improvement lies 
in shifting attention from reducing the stock of defects to reducing the stock of process 
problems.” Working harder involves using worker effort to increase process 
throughput, including time spent on defect correction. Working smarter on the other 
hand allows time for employees to train in process problem detection, experiment and 
removal to prevent the defective product being created in the first place. Working 
harder and reworking defective product gives immediate gains; working smarter while 
delivering delayed results gives more sustainable improvement.   
Performance gain outcomes from PI may potentially be improved by organisations 
having a better and thorough knowledge of factors that influence their probability of 
success. This knowledge is a first step to reducing PI error rate and as argued by Kotter 
(1995) fewer errors can mean the difference between success and failure. A 
performance gain risk assessment of PI projects considering these capability factors is 
crucial to improving the probability of PI success. 
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2.3 Project Prioritisation 
2.3.1 Current project prioritisation methods 
Appropriate and adequate project prioritisation is necessary to improve the chances of 
process improvement success. Without a rigorous approach to project selection a high 
probability exists of failure, in particular for small and medium enterprises (Antony, 
2006). 
Banuelas et al. (2006) found the most popular tools and methods used for prioritising 
improvement projects within a six-sigma framework are cost-benefit analysis, cause 
and effect matrix, and Pareto analysis. Other methods and tools used to a lesser degree 
are non-numeric methods, practical process improvement (PPI), theory of constraints 
(TOC), unweighted scoring models, and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) (Marriott et 
al., 2013). Brainstorming, experience, judgement or feeling are popular for smaller 
SME organisations (Kirkham et al., 2014). However, none of these methods are linked 
to the output side of the improvement projects, i.e. how to achieve the desired 
performance gains. 
On the other hand, without quantitative analysis many organisations working on 
process improvement projects first look for the ‘low hanging fruit’ (Quarterman 2007). 
Low hanging fruit is defined by Brian (2007) as early easy successes and Keating et al. 
(1999) as relatively simple problems low in technical and operational complexity, 
where known techniques can be applied. The concept of starting by considering low 
hanging fruit was used by Lanza (1997) where priorities were set on fifty suggestions 
that provided the most benefit for the least effort expended and presenting a subset of 
this list as the most important. The action of first selecting projects that are significant 
and urgent to the business and which can be analysed simply was recommended by 
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Grant (2006) as this allows staff to be trained in and use simpler analysis tools to 
perform the analysis themselves.  However, these methods are too superficial and the 
degree of success varies. 
Sharma and Chetiya (2010) provided an overview of project selection and project 
prioritisation criteria for six-sigma projects. While recognising success should be 
measureable, a measurement system should be in place, past historic data should be 
available for and a goal defined for the project deliverable, no mention is made how it 
should be determined that the performance goal is realistic and achievable. A method 
to determine the probability of success in achieving the goal is not considered. This is a 
weakness prevalent in current improvement project selection methods.  
2.3.2 Project prioritisation when probabilities of outcomes are known 
The classical difference between risk and uncertainty is defined by Canada and White 
(1980) as an analysis involves risk if the probabilities of alternative possible outcomes 
are known, alternatively uncertainty is involved if the frequency distribution of 
possible outcomes is not known. Methods to improve the probability of success of 
manufacturing improvement projects can be divided into those where a risk analysis is 
most applicable and outcome probabilities are known and those where an uncertainty 
analysis is most applicable and outcome probabilities are not known. In risk analysis 
benefit payoffs for a set of alternative solutions to a problem or improvement project 
are evaluated using different potential criteria depending on the needs of the decision 
maker evaluating the alternatives. Canada et al. (1980) classify risk criteria including: 
 Dominance criterion 
 Aspiration level criterion 
 Expected value criterion 
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 Certainty equivalence criterion 
Antony et al. (2008) advises when selecting process improvement projects care should 
be taken to prioritise projects with a high probability of success. (Kornfeld and Kara, 
2013) expand on this viewpoint by suggesting when prioritising and selecting 
improvement projects it is important to consider the probability of achieving a desired 
future performance state. The probability of success in achieving performance gain and 
sustaining it into the future is important to consider for process improvement. 
If probability of success is to be used as the single prioritisation criteria or alternatively 
one of several prioritisation criteria a method is required to estimate it. Methods to 
improve the probability of success of manufacturing improvement projects can be 
divided into those that: 
 Attempt to estimate probability of success in either qualitative or; 
 Quantitative terms (Davis et al., 2001) and; 
 Those that do not specifically estimate probability of success but which attempt 
to address and reduce failure risk factors or use multiple analysis tools in 
combination to improve the probability of success (Watson et al., 2007).  
Alternatively a user is encouraged to associate probability of success values based on 
their personal experience. A weakness with this method is only relative probability of 
success are considered with no estimate in terms of quantitative odds of success. A 
method to fill this gap would allow quantification of the level of effort required for 
particular process improvement projects so that the decision maker can make a 
judgment on whether the organisation has the ability to carry out the optimisation 
process. 
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(Davis et al., 2001) obtained a quantitative score for technical and commercial 
probability of success as a weighted average of scores in a success factor hierarchy. 
While their quantitative score may represent the ability to obtain a successful result and 
therefore represent probability of success in a qualitative manner, the scores did not 
meet the definition of a probability. Gustafson et al. (2003) designed a Bayesian model 
to predict probability of success or failure in improvement projects. While the model 
appeared to be a significant predictor of the binary success/failure state a weakness was 
there was no objective measure of success. Success was defined from subjective survey 
responses alone and the objective level of success was not considered.  
2.4 Cause and Effect Relationships between Capability and Performance 
The relationship between capability factors and performance improvement is often 
hypothesised as having a cause and effect. One of the best known performance 
measurement systems is the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) by Kaplan and Norton (1992).  
The intention of the BSC is in providing focus for and measurement of the drivers of 
future financial performance. The BSC is supported by the production of a strategy 
map (Kaplan and Norton, 2000, Kaplan and Norton, 2001a, Kaplan and Norton, 2001b) 
linking the drivers with the overall financial performance of the company. The best 
scorecards and associated strategy maps convey in clear terms an organisation’s 
desired outcomes and the hypotheses of how the organisation will get this done. Over 
time as more data is collected stronger objective evidence of cause and effect 
relationships may be established. However over the short term these hypothesised 
cause and effect relationships between value drivers and strategic outcomes may be 
based of necessity on subjective and qualitative judgements (Abdel-Maksoud and 
Kawam, 2009).  
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Numerous studies have considered the link between an organisation’s capability in 
various guises and improved operational performance. Ika (2009) describes critical 
success factors (CSF), similar to capability factors referred to in other improvement 
research, as the levers a project manager has to improve the probability of success in 
meeting project goals. Mo (2012a) considered the link between organisational 
capability and performance in meeting contractual requirements of service contracts. 
Niazi et al. (2005) presented a maturity model for software process improvement (SPI) 
identifying factors having a positive or negative effect on SPI programmes. Bateman 
and Rich (2003) identified capability factors either enabling or inhibiting process 
improvement in a manufacturing environment. Wallace et al. (2004) researched a 
model of risk and performance based on inadequate levels of capability in a software 
development project environment. In their study of project success and failure factors 
Belassi and Tukel (1996) grouped necessary capability in factor groups including 
factors related to project manager skill, project team member skill and commitment and 
organisational factors including both senior and mid-level functional management 
support, project organisation structure and the existence of an active project champion.     
Al-Mashari and Zairi (1999) summarised from the literature success and failure 
capability factors cited as affecting BPR implementation success. While 
acknowledging the high failure rate of PI efforts Alley (2003) listed key reasons and 
‘tools’ or capabilities to avoid failure in meeting PI performance goals. While the most 
highly ranked capability factors differed Lager and Hörte (2002) found links between 
key performance success factors in process industry in both the areas process 
improvement and process innovation even though there was limited commonality 
between these capabilities.    
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Sila (2007) studied the relationship between total quality management (TQM) 
implementation in companies and value in terms of financial and market results, where 
a significant positive link was found. Narasimhan et al. (2005) studied the progression 
of capability for companies attempting to move from average performance to world 
class performance levels. Capability in this case was measured in terms of the best 
manufacturing practices (BMP) companies had implemented at a given time to achieve 
performance gains.  
Increased improvement capability does not necessarily result in immediate 
performance improvement. The dynamics of process improvement was studied by 
(Repenning and Sterman, 2002) providing a system view for the reasons between 
increases in capability and potentially delayed performance improvement responses. 
Each link in the causal map was reviewed to assess whether the relationship was 
supported by existing studies and suggest people make causal links based on amongst 
others temporal order, covariation and contiguity in time and space. Temporal order is 
considered when performing causal relationship studies based on the path analysis 
technique. In their study Abdel-Maksoud and Kawam (2009) clarified cause to effect 
variables need to have a definite time order. 
Done et al. (2011) studied the relation between capability factors and performance 
obtained from business process improvement (BPI) interventions. Simatupang and 
Sridharan (2005) investigated the relation between collaboration capability and supply 
chain performance. A weakness is however the probability of success in achieving 
levels of performance is however not considered in these models.  
Other researchers have provided evidence to support hypothesised cause and effect 
relationships between capability factors and performance/value variables. Abdel-
Maksoud and Kawam (2009) identified the variables affecting the customer 
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satisfaction (value to the customer) and customer loyalty (value to the service 
provider). Identification of the core variables or capability affecting customer 
satisfaction and subsequently customer loyalty was made based on a thorough 
understanding of BSC logic and hypothesised links between the BSC component levels 
and the service provider management expertise. Schroeder et al. (2002) considered the 
cause effect relationship between internal and external learning capability factors and 
proprietary processes and equipment and further to the value measure manufacturing 
performance. Bustinza et al (2010) studied the effect of outsourcing and the nature of 
knowledge management affecting its success. They found that learning capability was 
one of the keys to achieving success in business. However, this will take time to realise 
because the knowledge is actually accumulated through non-codifiable skills. 
In summary, research from the literature provides a clear indication of the causal 
relationship between improvement capability factors and the performance levels 
obtained from process improvement. This causal relationship is also shown to extend 
into the future after immediate completion of a process improvement project. 
Perseverance and commitment are required to succeed over extended time periods for 
larger projects. 
2.5 Performance Measurement 
2.5.1 Performance needs to be measurable 
Manufacturing organisations are looking to reduce costs and waste to better enable 
them to improve their profitability and compete. (Ishikawa, 1985) defined six steps in 
the quality control circle (QCC):  
1. Determine goals and targets,  
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2. Determine methods of reaching goals,  
3. Engage in education and training,  
4. Implement work,  
5. Check the effects of implementation,  
6. Take appropriate action.  
Ebrahimpour and Ansari (1988) explored the internal operation of QCCs by a goal 
programming model in order to evaluate the multiple goals of QCCs and the allocation 
of available resources for QCC members' activities. This model assisted management 
in measuring the effectiveness of QCCs in the organisation.  Since then, these 
developments formed the basis for the theory of lean manufacturing. Sanchez and 
Peréz (2001) developed 36 lean indicators to assess manufacturing changes towards 
lean production.  The results could be presented in a scorecard. Vella et al. (2009) 
combined lean action processes with six sigma in an attempt to develop a series of 
controlled improvement cycles. These works show that introduction of technology is 
one method to obtain efficiency gains, however the performance gains achieved, if they 
are realisable, need to be measurable. 
2.5.2 A risk focused approach to achieve improvement outcomes 
Most literature focus on finding the targets of improvement, but very little research has 
been done in determining appropriate actions on the findings (Williams et al., 2006). 
Jabnoun (2002) examined the generic quality control process and proposed control 
processes for quality assurance and total quality management.  The author found that 
QA control process focused on conformance, while the TQM process focused on 
customer satisfaction and improvement.  However, both processes were essential for 
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guiding the employees to conform to standards while delivering value to customers. 
Fernandes et al. (2009) showed that just by integrating production control and quality 
control in a large pencil factory, their method could increase the average throughput by 
29 percent, reduce work in process by 35 percent, reduce average lead time by 45 
percent and reduce average defect rate by 71 percent. Ahmed et al. (2007) reviewed a 
range of techniques for determining actions on risks in project management.  They 
found that the commonly used techniques in industry were applied on an ad hoc basis.  
They proposed that a more risk focused approach could be used to integrate several 
techniques for increased effectiveness of actioned outcomes. Without a systematic 
method leading to implementing necessary actions on a problem, the identification 
process becomes a paper exercise.  
2.5.3 Performance metrics required to assess improvement risk  
Problem solving is a systematic process that is highly influenced by the diagnosis 
process (Wagner, 1993).  The ultimate goal of problem solving is to reach a solution or 
solutions to a concern or difficulty (Hagemeyer et al., 2006). Marksberry et al. (2011) 
examined how Toyota trained and developed their managers in problem solving.  They 
found that Toyota used an 8 step process by extending the QCC model to incorporate 
standardization of change due to actions.  There is still no standard systematic method 
that assists management to determine goals (step 2 of QCC).  The lack of readily 
definable performance metrics prevents the ability to estimate the risk in different 
actions.  The selection of actions for improvement becomes an intuitive rather than 
fact-based decision.  
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2.5.4 Performance measure characteristics to guide improvement 
Neely et al. (1997) provided recommendations with regard to the design of 
performance measures, based on the work of multiple authors, with the aim of defining 
the elements of ‘good’ performance measures. A potential problem to be avoided when 
designing performance measures is the movement toward dysfunctional performance 
caused by the use of dysfunctional measures (Neely et al., 2003). Bessant & Francis 
(1999) developed a six level capability classification for understanding the success of 
improvement projects. They concluded that companies must have at least level three 
“strategic CI” to sustain improvement effort. Mo (2004) presented an example of an 
organisation where twenty performance measures were implemented in one 
performance improvement project alone, many of them not based on financial data. 
Management agreed the set of measurements provided a focus when developing 
improvement actions. Ghalayini and Noble (1996) discussed the difficulty of 
attempting to quantify improvement efforts in financial terms as is usual for traditional 
performance measures. They further argue traditional performance measures are not 
considered of interest on the shop floor. Kennerley and Neely (2002) noted that 
attention has moved from traditional cost based measurement systems to current goal 
and objective based measurement systems.  
The measurement focus may be dynamic, which is a positive feature of performance 
measurement systems (Jonsson and Lesshammar, 1999). Ghalayini et al. (1997) 
outlined additional attributes of modern non-traditional performance measures as listed 
in Table 2-I.  
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Traditional performance measures Non-traditional performance measures 
Based on outdated traditional accounting 
system 
Based on company strategy 
Mainly financial measures Mainly non-financial measures 
Intended for middle and high managers Intended for all employees 
Lagging metrics (weekly or monthly) On-time metrics (hourly or daily) 
Difficult, confusing and misleading Simple, accurate and easy to use 
Lead to employee frustration Lead to employee satisfaction 
Neglected at the shop floor Frequently used at the shop floor 
Have a fixed format Have no fixed format (depends on needs) 
Do not vary between locations Vary between locations 
Do not change over time  Change over time as the needs change 
Intended mainly for monitoring 
performance 
Intended to improve performance 
Not applicable for JIT, TQM, CIM, FMS, 
OPT, etc. 
Applicable 
Hinders continuous improvement Help in achieving continuous improvement 
Table 2-I: Comparison between traditional and non-traditional performance measures 
The variety of performance measures makes it difficult to have a universally acceptable 
overall measure that can be used to compare across companies. 
2.5.5 Performance measurement as the basis for improvement 
Bamber et al. (2003) view a performance measurement system as an important 
component of a continuous improvement program. The main interest is the use of 
performance measurement or metrics to quantify waste reduction improvement, 
although as noted by Jonsson and Lesshammar (1999) this is just one of their many 
uses. Performance measurement is defined by Ahmed et al. (2005) as “the process of 
knowing the quantitative and qualitative achievements in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness in an adopted organisational or system’s environment”. Tangen (2002) 
noted that there is no single definition of efficiency and effectiveness, however a 
qualitative description of efficiency is “doing things right” and effectiveness is “doing 
the right things”. Efficiency is related to the input, and effectiveness is related to the 
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output of a transformation process. Efficiency is defined in Equation (1) as the ratio of 
resources expected to be consumed compared to the resources actually consumed,. 
Effectiveness is defined in Equation (2) as the ratio of actual output compared to 
expected output. Combining the above terms for efficiency and effectiveness we obtain 
the productivity ratio from Al-Darrab (2000), Equation (3). Tangen (2005a) gives 
examples of the varied definitions of terms such as productivity and performance. In 
general productivity is defined as output/input. 
Efficiency = Resources expected to be consumedResources actually consumed  (1) 
Effectiveness = Actual outputExpected output (2) 
Productivity = Efficiency × Effectiveness (3) 
Profit metrics are considered by Miller (1984) as the link between the factors profit, 
productivity and price recovery and shows productivity together with pricing strategies 
affect profit performance. Improvements in efficiency or effectiveness have a positive 
effect on productivity, although as Tangen (2002) points out concentrating on 
improvements in one and not the other does not guarantee an improvement in 
productivity. A weakness in many organisations is that the definition of productivity is 
not clearly defined by management and as a consequence is not as useful as it 
otherwise might be. Depending on the cost of implementing the required improvements 
to obtain a productivity increase, profit may tend to increase or decrease.  
2.5.6 Weakness of integrated measurement systems for guiding improvement 
In their review of integrated performance measurement systems Ghalayini et al. (1997) 
found a number of weaknesses. These limitations include: 
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 No method for defining objectives at future time points,  
 Focus on current performance without the ability to predict, achieve and 
improve performance, 
 None of the PMS models supply a specific tool that could be used to control, 
monitor, and improve factory shop-floor activities.   
In a study of causes of project failure Pinto and Mantel (1990) observed a large fraction 
of the projects referred to by organisations in the study were at the later stages of 
implementation. Pinto et al. concluded the reason for this selection choice was 
definitions of success and failure were not adequately known early in project execution 
and only became less vague towards a project’s conclusion. Wu and Chen (2004) 
evaluated a PI to be successful if the root-cause of a problem is treated and not only a 
syndrome. In their study of project success Ika (2009) observed a progressive 
understanding in recent times that project success requires a less internalised 
understanding of performance success than an internalised project management 
viewpoint of success. It might be inferred from these findings an initial and ongoing 
risk assessment of achieving performance goals was inadequate as both internal and 
external success and failure performance targets would be a prerequisite input to an 
adequate performance risk assessment process. Performance measurement alone is not 
sufficient if performance targets are only considered as an afterthought and not as a key 
an integral capability required by the organisation responsible for the project execution.  
Half-life goals such as ‘achieve a less than 10 PPM defect rate, as measured by our 
customers, in three years through the attainment and maintenance of a rate of 
continuous improvement of at least 50 percent every nine months’ (Schneiderman, 
1988) are useful in guiding improvement if the following weakness are avoided: 
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 Short rather than long performance measurement cycle to avoid fragmented 
efforts to achieve goals immediately before measurements, with subsequent 
loss of achieved gains after measurement, 
 Resources in the form of personnel, equipment, funding, problem solving 
expertise, and expert assistance are matched to the goals to be achieved. 
A half-life method of setting future levels of performance was additionally presented 
by Ghalayini et al. (1997) as the basis for continuous improvement however it has the 
weakness that the probability of achieving these future targets is not considered. 
2.5.7 Performance measurement in manufacturing systems 
Performance measures are characterized through metrics. Consolidated sets of 
performance indicators are used by company management to ensure attainment of their 
objectives and goals linked to strategy and value creation for the company (Adesola 
and Baines, 2005).  
Performance metrics can be classified in multiple ways. Marin-Garcia and Poveda 
(2008) reviewed the success of a medium sized company implementing change 
suggestions from the employees. The subjective approach evaluating employee 
suggestions had a competition effect among multi-disciplinary teams in the company. 
Bourne (2005) described three phases of performance measurement system 
implementation in a group of companies. In addition to carrying out the traditional 
performance measurements, senior manager commitment was crucial to the success of 
the project. Bourne et al. (2002) investigated the success and failure of performance 
measurement system design interventions in ten companies. The study revealed two 
main drivers for success which were closely related to the perceived benefits of top 
management. 
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The problem of setting performance measures has been studied extensively in the 
manufacturing sector. Ahmed et al. (2005) observed that additional tangible and 
intangible measures were required to generate sufficient information representing 
different aspects of performance evaluation. Lillis (2002) studied the effectiveness of 
profit centre strategy where performance dimensions relating to manufacturing 
efficiency and customer responsiveness was found problematic. Instead, the 
combination of quality and efficiency performance measures was relatively easy to 
manage. Gomes et al. (2011) determined predictive value as a primary factor in the 
choice and level of usage of performance measures by managers with ease of data 
acquisition being subordinate in importance. According to Parnaby and Towill (2009) 
an organisational change process comprised of managing change projects each having 
specific short, medium, and long term targets should contribute to the desired 
improvement performance profile over time.  Therefore, performance measures have 
significant implications to strategic value of the organisation. 
In a comparison of eight performance measurement systems (PMS), Garengo et al. 
(2005) found a trend over time that small and medium enterprises changed from focus 
on strategy alignment alone to a focus on stakeholder satisfaction together with 
strategy alignment. Performance indicators used to measure process improvement 
should be linked to the performance measures otherwise the importance and relevance 
of the measured outcome of the project could be questioned at the outset (Ghalayini et 
al., 1997).  
2.6 Concluding Remarks 
The literature highlights weaknesses and limitations in PI project systems. Chapter 2.2 
outlines the numerous PI techniques available with the aim of reducing losses and 
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waste. A problem exists where desired gains from PI projects based on these 
techniques are not necessarily attained or sustained over time. This situation is 
compounded as organisations are often unaware of the capability they require to 
succeed in PI. Chapter 2.3 describes a limitation where popular tools and methods used 
to prioritise projects, each with individual improvement goals, do not explain how to 
determine that an improvement goal is realistic and achievable. In Chapter 2.4 a 
weakness with models linking capability to performance is the probability of success in 
achieving target levels of performance is not considered. Chapter 2.5 describes a 
limitation of performance management systems whereby the focus is on current 
performance and the lack of a method to define objectives at future points of time.  
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3 Research Methodology   
3.1 Introduction 
A thorough risk assessment provides benefit to decision makers coordinating changes 
in business process reengineering (BPR) to minimise potential failure and reduce the 
probability and effect of undesirable events. In Figure 3-1 the expected performance 
gain Pexp is aimed to be achieved at time tj from the start point t0 and performance P0.  
 
 Figure 3-1: Outcomes from a project risk assessment 
Without prior knowledge of the risk level, the decision maker anticipates that curve 1 
applies; that is a gain from P0 to Pexp is obtained and maintained in the longer-term. 
However, there may be circumstances pushing the project to scenarios 2-6. If the 
history of many attempts can be measured, a probability distribution can be recorded 
with an average achievement around scenarios 2 to 4. It is clear the probability of 
achieving the initially expected gain Pexp is somewhat over-optimistic with a 
probability of success less than five percent. Instead, if the expected performance is 
adjusted to Pexp1, the chance of achieving the expected performance is close to half. 
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Lowering expectation levels is a decision that can be made conservatively and provides 
the short-term benefit of improving the probability of success of process improvement 
projects while setting the basis for the next target. Alternatively on being made aware 
the probability of success is lower than expected a decision can be made to employ 
above average effort within the bounds of existing capability to apply effort towards 
improvement. Increasing organisational capability to implement change takes time to 
achieve. Achieving a series of realistic targets provides the basis for a continuous 
improvement regime. 
Predictions of future performance at multiple time points tj for j = 1, 2, 3, etc. based on 
assessment made at time t0 before commencement of the improvement project. Time t1 
corresponds to a time point immediately after the improvement is implemented, t2, t3, 
and so on are follow-up intervals for example after six and twelve months.  
3.2 Research Questions 
None of the researched project prioritisation methods reviewed in Chapter 2 include 
quantitative probability of success estimates. The indication from the literature:  
a) Process improvement would benefit from probability of success knowledge 
b) A method does not exist to estimate performance gain probability of success 
based on knowledge of current capability.  
Item b) above is primarily the gap in knowledge that is to be filled by the research 
scope of this thesis. This leads to the first research question.  
RQ1: Does the model describe or represent the risk assessment, which is 
initially perceived in preliminary company studies, as providing new 
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knowledge on what they need to know to have a better chance of process 
improvement success?  
The indication from the literature is a manufacturing improvement system may be 
represented as a hierarchy of capability factors where individual capability factors 
either enable or block performance improvement. The second research question 
follows.  
RQ2: Does the model represent industrial systems adequately and contains 
sufficient parameters to fully represent the actual manufacturing improvement 
system? 
The parameters and variables in the model and their relationships require definition. 
This definition includes description of the process when using the model to obtain a 
prediction of future performance and assessing the risk of achieving desired target 
performance levels. This leads to the third research question.  
RQ3: What are the values, scales, assessment methods, and evaluation criteria 
formulating the model? What are the variations in these parameters and their 
characterisations? How are they represented?  
Validation of the model involves the comparison of predictions made from model with 
actual observed results when the model is used as specified in a real world environment 
on real world improvement problems. The final research question asks what is the 
method to be used for this validation. 
RQ4: How can the model be validated and how is the validated model used for 
predicting future successes?     
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3.3 Research Objectives 
The research questions highlight a significant knowledge gap in the assessment of 
manufacturing process improvement projects. The research objectives in Chapter 1.3 
are thus refined as follows: 
1. Create the model. Data is collected on the improvement capability of the 
organisation and details of the specific process improvement project. When 
considered as a black box this collected data is entered into the created model 
and the output is a prediction of the probability of success in achieving 
quantitative target performance levels. This new knowledge allows decision 
makers to systematically set performance targets and expectations to the actual 
capability of the organisation to achieve them.  
2. Discover the parameters. The parameters required for the risk assessment 
model are to be researched. The model will incorporate key parameters 
indicated from the research to both adversely and favourably effect the 
attainment of performance gain from process improvement projects and 
initiatives and as a result fully represent the actual manufacturing improvement 
system. 
3. Establish the process of assessment. Establish the model variables, parameters 
and their corresponding scales together with relationships between variables 
characterising a process improvement problem. Describe the process to obtain 
desired outputs from the risk assessment model by the calculation and 
processing of collected site data.    
4. Validate the outcomes of 1) to 3) above. Provide examples of use of the 
complete risk assessment process for real-world manufacturing process 
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improvement problems and projects. Validate the data collected from the 
projects is suitable and applicable for the model and that performance 
predictions and actual results are in accordance within bounds of significance.  
3.4 Research Boundary 
A process improvement project can last for years. This research study is unable to 
follow through many projects in industry due to time constraints. 
The scope of this research is limited to the prediction of performance at time t1 based 
on an assessment of capability at time t0 as seen in Figure 3-2. The prediction intervals 
are limited due to the timing of verification activities undertaken with various 
manufacturing companies and the scheduling in time of their respective process 
improvement projects. 
 
Figure 3-2: The research boundary: Performance prediction versus time 
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4 Prioritisation of Process Improvement Projects based on 
Waste Reduction Level 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the first method developed in the research to answer the 
research questions in Chapter 3.2. This was an involved method and it was found 
necessary to investigate research questions RQ2 and RQ3 before answering all the 
research questions.  
Prioritisation of improvement actions in this method was based on the waste reduction 
level. Later research established basing improvement prioritisation on probability of 
success criteria was better when answering all the research questions. This chapter 
describes the initial waste reduction level improvement prioritisation method.  
4.2 Waste Reduction Level 
The difficulty of determining and prioritising actions for manufacturing system 
improvement is addressed by the proposing of a method that determines an action list 
from data collected in the manufacturing environment. The data can be used to assist 
management in determining the goals and performance targets.  Management define or 
develop a set of performance measures with each measurement or metric using data 
from many sources including management, shop floor, observations and other sources.  
These data cover a broad range of areas including technical, organisational, human and 
control systems.  The key measures are in fact the amount of waste in the system.  
Waste can be reduced if it can be measured, otherwise any perceived waste reduction 
may be only guesswork.  With a fair amount of data and an understanding of the 
manufacturing system, management can estimate the risks in each of the actions and 
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benchmark against potential benefits, for example, a risk that the measurement and 
feedback of a particular waste time type may prove inadequate and as a consequence 
prevent the potential benefit from being realized.   
The method uses the opinions of decision makers, experts, and other stakeholders to 
evaluate the relative level of benefit to risk in performing practical data collection of 
each observed waste time type. The waste time types providing the greatest level of 
benefit to risk are ranked highest and are therefore preferred as data collection 
candidates. Lower ranked waste time types may be postponed for future 
implementation when for example relative levels of risk factors are reduced, or 
alternatively neglected as having little real significance to organisational improvement. 
The general concept of the method is outlined in the concept diagram Figure 4-1. The 
output is an action plan for manufacturing improvement based in general on 
management input and shop floor observation.     
 
Figure 4-1: Concept diagram 
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The aim is to provide a tool to rank the non-productive waste time elements observed 
on the shop floor based on their potential contribution to achieve a defined goal. The 
tool requires a minimum of data collection, with the main input being a list of time 
waste types or categories, collected by observation of shop floor processes or interview 
of company personnel. The output is an action list in two parts. The first part is the 
ranked list of waste time elements suitable for shop floor data capture. The second part 
is a list of efficiency improvement focus areas based on the observed waste from the 
shop floor and associated interviews.  
Waste time elements are ranked on the basis of their relative benefit to achieve 
improvements in a set of specified company performance metrics. The relative benefit 
of each waste time element type is weighed up against the risk that the waste time 
elements will not provide the expected benefit. Evaluations of benefit and risk levels 
are based on the relative comparison of benefit and risk factors against each other two 
at a time or in pairwise comparisons. The highest ranked time elements are deemed 
most suitable for detailed data collection efforts and subsequent reduction by the use of 
continuous improvement initiatives including lean manufacturing, etc. The evaluations 
are made by decision maker and other relevant knowledgeable stakeholders, which 
may include operations management, production management, engineering, foremen, 
operators, etc. 
The method utilizes the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) technique Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP), with modification to more efficiently handle the relatively 
large number of solutions under consideration. AHP is based on pairwise comparisons 
of factors. The decision maker only considers the relative importance of two factors at 
a time, without the need to quantify in real terms either value being compared.  
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Data collection procedures may be specified and implemented for a selected sub-set of 
the highest ranked time elements. These elements are evaluated as providing the 
greatest balance, from the available alternatives, of benefit to the company objective as 
opposed to risk that the objective will not be achieved. The data collected as a result 
may be used as input to lean manufacturing and other continuous improvement projects 
within the organisation.  
4.3 AHP Basic Theory and Concepts 
The basic AHP theory described is adapted from Nicholds (2010). The multi-criteria 
decision analysis (MCDA) method AHP was developed by the American 
mathematician Saaty (1980, 2008c) in the 1970s to establish consistency of human 
judgement through a pairwise comparison process. Saaty believes that we need to view 
our problems in an organized but complex framework that allows for interactions and 
interdependence among factors and still enables us to think about them in a simple 
way. AHP in his opinion provides this framework. AHP is a method of: 
 Breaking down a complex unstructured problem into its component parts 
 Arranging these parts into a hierarchal structure 
 Making judgements on pairwise comparisons of these parts using values taken 
from a scale of 1-9  
 Synthesizing the judgements and determining an overall ranking of the 
alternatives.  
The AHP preference scale is based on the level of preference a given respondent has 
between two criteria, i.e. a pairwise comparisons. The numerical level of preferences 
from 1-9 and the definitions of that level of preference are specified in Table 4-I. The 
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numerical judgement made can also be considered as answering the question:   How 
many times more dominant is one element than the other with respect to a certain 
criterion or attribute?   
Level of 
Preference Definition Explanation 
1 Equal importance/preference 
Two activities contribute equally to 
the objective 
3 Moderate importance/preference 
Experience and judgement slightly 
favour  one activity over another 
5 Strong importance/preference 
Experience and judgment strongly 
favour one activity over another 
7 
Very strong or 
demonstrated 
importance/preference 
An activity is favoured very strongly 
over another; its dominance 
demonstrated in practice 
9 Extreme importance/preference 
The evidence favouring one activity 
over another is of the highest 
possible order of affirmation 
2, 4, 6, 8 
For comprises 
between the above 
values 
Sometimes one needs to interpolate 
a compromise judgement 
numerically because there is no good 
word to describe it 
Table 4-I: The AHP preference scale 
Judgement matrices Figure 4-2 are created based on responses from respondents. In a 
judgement matrix A, where A = wi/wj, ideally two numbers  and  would be known 
or tangible. In general though wi and wj are not known. 
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Figure 4-2: Judgement matrix 
The values of  ⁄  are estimated by a person or group making judgments aij on the 
extent of dominance of  over ,  , ! = 1 … $, using a scale for the aij of [1/9, 1/8, 
….., ½, 1, 2, ….., 8, 9]. The   values are estimated by solving a set of linear 
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equations, where c is the size of the matrix n in Equation (4). Gao et al. (2009) outline 
various methods for estimating the wi weights.  
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 (4) 
It is important to eliminate major inconsistencies in the individual’s (group) reasoning. 
The definition of consistency for AHP is provided in Equation (5). 
nkjiforaaa ikjkij ...1,, ==  (5) 
For a perfectly consistent matrix the % can be exactly determined from the   values. 
In the real world consistency of judgement is rarely ideal. A measure of consistency is 
the Consistency Index (CI), for a matrix size n, Equation (6). 
1
max
−
−
=
n
n
CI
λ
 (6) 
λmax is defined in Equation (7). 
∑
=
=
n
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1
maxλ  (7) 
If the matrix is perfectly consistent % =  ⁄ for , !, & = 1 … $ then λmax = n and 
from Equation (6) the consistency index CI = 0. The CI value increases with increasing 
inconsistency. Studies performed using random entries for the judgment values % 
have determined values for CI obtained from random inputs. These values for different 
matrix sizes are titled the Random Consistency Index (RI). The measure of interest for 
consistency is the Consistency Ratio (CR) shown in Equation (8). 
CR
CICR =  (8) 
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The CR values recommended by Saaty are at least one order of magnitude less than 
that obtained by random input. The recommended value is CR ≤ 0.1 to ensure 
acceptable consistency. Acceptable consistency is needed as if new information is 
added to an inconsistent matrix the weightings may not change in a consistent fashion, 
and as a result the additional information may be of little value as a basis for better 
decisions.  
Being consistent is often thought of as a prerequisite to clear thinking; however 
Forman and Selly (2001) suggest it is possible to learn new things by allowing some 
inconsistency with what is already known. Low inconsistency need not be the goal of a 
decision making process, as it is possible to be perfectly consistent but wrong. Some 
causes of inconsistency are: 
 Clerical error, for example incorrectly entered data. 
 Lack of information. If insufficient information about the factors being 
compared is known or available, the judgements may appear random resulting 
in a high inconsistency. More money and/or time may need to be spent 
obtaining additional information.   
 Lack of concentration, due to fatigue or lack of interest. 
 The real world is not always consistent 
 Inadequate model structure. Factors in a hierarchal structure level need to be 
comparable within an order of magnitude to allow reasonable results from a 
judgement comparison. This may not always be possible.  
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4.4 Basis in Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) 
The principles behind the OEE performance metric are the basis of the method. As 
shown in Figure 4-3 the actual production time is a fraction of the total time available 
for production. The losses include planned and unplanned machine downtime, setup 
and idle, and production efficiency losses for example speed losses from name-plate 
machine capacity.  
Based on the ranking obtained time losses are categorized as major or minor. The 
highest ranked time element sub-set selected for further data capture and reduction 
projects are classified as major. The remaining lower ranked time elements not 
included at this time are classified as minor. The estimated production time includes 
the actual production time plus the minor standby time elements not suitable for data 
collection and measurement.  
 
Figure 4-3: Waste reduction and the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) metric 
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Nakajima (1988) believes an achievable goal for excellent companies is an OEE of 85 
percent and above. This would necessitate a utilisation figure considerably in excess of 
85 percent as OEE = availability x utilisation x production efficiency (Dunn, 1997). 
Ljungberg (1998) quotes a low OEE figure of 55 percent across the companies in their 
sample. Ljungberg also observed that production losses dominated downtime losses 
and yet many companies are not aware of and do not focus on production performance 
losses. Jonsson & Lesshammar (1999) discuss other studies were OEE values were 
obtained over a range 30 to 80 percent. 
4.5 Method and ranking 
Major and minor categories of standby waste time are classified based on the 
consideration of benefit and risk of each time element in achieving the stated company 
objective. Minor waste time is not measured and it is assumed that no effort is made to 
reduce these time elements as the improvement would not be measurable and no 
performance feedback could be provided. This minor waste time is therefore in effect 
lumped in together as part of the available production time. The effect is to artificially 
increase the utilisation. An observer viewing the total losses at a work centre would 
include all minor and major losses in their utilisation calculation. A utilisation 
calculation based on only captured major losses would result in a higher result. 
Similarly the production efficiency is artificially decreased. Management should be 
aware of this effect, as the production time for a unit of product will appear greater due 
to the inclusion of minor loss time as a part of available production time, thus 
overstating the theoretically possible unit production time. The rating of the waste time 
elements is dynamic and can be expected to change. As improvement initiatives are 
implemented, an organisation may be more willing and able to move minor waste time 
to major waste time.  Figure 4 shows work flow of the method. 
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Figure 4-4: Method to rank waste time elements 
4.5.1 Method steps 
4.5.1.1 Step 1: Define overall goal 
An overall goal is defined by management for the purpose of the analysis to reflect the 
essence of the business strategy. 
4.5.1.2 Step 2: Define benefit hierarchy 
Saaty (2001) defines benefits in general as being gains and advantages of all sorts; 
economic, physical, psychological, and social. Environmental benefits could be added 
to this list in some circumstances. Level 1 of the benefit hierarchy includes a set of 
company performance metrics aligned to the overall company goal from step 1. The 
metrics may be financial or non-financial, traditional or non-traditional. A number of 
authors have studied the performance metrics most suited to the needs of particular 
organisations. The metrics are collected into a performance measurement system 
(PMS). Jonsson and Lesshammar (1999) conducted studies of PMS in two steps. 
Firstly the general manufacturing PMS was studied based on interviews and secondary 
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data. The second step was about OEE and was based on field interviews and 
interviews. In their studies metrics were considered at levels throughout the 
organisation levels: corporate, plant production and management, workshop, group, 
and individual. The example hierarchy in Figure 4-5 shows a flat structure for the 
metrics of interest, however in practice the metrics chosen related to the objective may 
be grouped along organisational levels, including sub-levels.  
Level 2 considers the contribution or benefit to the performance metrics from each 
work centre. Level 3 includes the alternative types of waste time under consideration. 
The benefit factors and hierarchy link the company performance measurements to be 
implemented (functions) to the shop floor waste time element used to make the various 
metric measurements (solutions). Other structures and combinations may be used if 
deemed more suitable for a given situation.     
 
Figure 4-5: Example benefit hierarchy 
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4.5.1.3 Step 3: Define shop floor time element solutions  
Waste time elements are defined based on research and observation at the shop floor 
and any other supporting processes. Shingo (1985) and Mo (2009) advocate taking 
video of operations when investigating waste and loss in operations. Shingo believes 
that video is superior to other techniques such as continuous production analysis, work 
sampling study, and interview of workers. A combination of interview together with 
video of operations can be very powerful in detecting loss examples and possible 
reasons for their occurrence, at least from the view of the operator.  
Process mapping as used by Mo, Sigit & Myers (2009) and Mo (2003, 2009) is a 
variant of a flow process chart used for example by Ahmed, Khan & Ghosh (2012). 
Process mapping provides a means to document the observed states of the production 
system from the captured video. This provides information for part (ii) of the action list 
shown in Figure 4-4. All observed categories of downtime, setup time wastage, idle 
time wastage, and efficiency loss wastage are listed. Preliminary estimates of one or 
more of availability, utilisation, or production efficiency can be made based on the 
observed data. Lower than expected figures may be the catalyst management requires 
to focus on the improvement process.  
4.5.1.4 Step 4: Calculate benefit weightings per solution 
The following variables are defined: 
nb1 Total number of company performance metrics 
nb2 Total number of work centres 
nt Total number of time element types 
The relative benefit is calculated for each solution k in the range (1..nt): 
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where: 
wi Relative evaluated benefit weighting for performance metric i in 
meeting the specified goal/objective   
wij Relative evaluated benefit weighting for work centre j against 
performance metric i    
wijk Relative evaluated benefit weighting for solution k against 
performance metric i and work centre j 
The weightings above are calculated using the AHP technique based on the pairwise 
comparison responses from one or more decision makers or stakeholders. The degree 
of benefit scale is based on Saaty’s fundamental scale, based on responses in the range 
1-9 for preference of one criteria over another criteria. The degree of preference scale 
is shown in Table 4-II. 
  Degree of preference Definition 
1 Equal level of benefit 
2 Compromise between levels 1 and 3 
3 Moderate preference in level of benefit 
4 Compromise between levels 3 and 5 
5 Strong preference in level of benefit 
6 Compromise between levels 5 and 7 
7 Very strong preference in level of benefit 
8 Compromise between levels 7 and 9 
9 Extreme preference in level of benefit 
Table 4-II: Degree of preference scale for benefit pairwise comparisons 
A problem arises when using pairwise comparisons where there are many solution 
alternatives to be evaluated. For ns solutions the number of pairwise comparisons per 
criteria is ns(ns-1)/2. If for example there are ns = 20 time element solutions this 
corresponds to 20(19)/2 = 190 pairwise comparisons for each work centre and 
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performance metric combination in Figure 4-5. As previously discussed this number of 
comparisons is clearly too much to ask of respondents, who may refuse to participate 
or be fatigued before completion. To reduce the number of comparisons Liberatore and 
Nydick (2003) propose using a ratings approach and setting up a benefit ratings scale 
for each solution instead of pairwise comparison between all solutions. Instead of 
comparing each solution against all other solutions a solution is only rated once using 
the 1-5 scale from Table 4-III; a reduction in evaluations required is from nt(nt-1)/2 to 
nt,  The five rating scale levels are pairwise compared using the standard degree of 
preference scale from Table 4-III. Each of the five rating scores 1-5 obtains a 
weighting with the sum of the five weightings equal to one. The parameter wijk will 
have the value of one of these five weightings depending on the score given, 1,…,5. 
Rating scale Definition 
5 Highest  
benefit 
4 High benefit 
3 Medium 
benefit 
2 Low benefit 
1 Lowest benefit 
Table 4-III: Alternative benefit rating scale for solutions 
Saaty (2009) makes the observation if more than seven elements in a group are 
compared it is difficult to know what to change if the inconsistency is too high. It is 
recommended that no more than seven items are compared in any one grouping. 
Therefore for the reasons of excessive comparisons and inconsistency it is 
recommended to use the rating approach if nt > 7 and the standard AHP pairwise 
comparison approach if nt ≤ 7. There is a trade-off in the use of the rating approach. 
The advantage is the large reduction in total pairwise comparisons required when the 
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number of solutions is large. The disadvantage is the loss of the consistency check of 
responses inherent in the AHP process.   
4.5.1.5 Step 5: Define the risk hierarchy 
According to Saaty (2008b) there are three possible ways to include risk in AHP, a) 
using a separate hierarchy, b) using risk scenarios in a forecasting hierarchy, c) using 
risk criteria and compare against other criteria. In this case risk has been introduced 
using a separate risk hierarchy as per option a). An example hierarchy of risk factors is 
shown in Figure 4-6. Risks in technical projects are defined by Bijl and Hamann (2002) 
as technical, schedule, cost, and management. Risk types relevant in other projects are 
for example political, environmental and financial. The risk factors and hierarchy may 
be proposed based for on personal experience, project objectives, observations and 
findings from work centre process mapping, or other criteria from the categories above.  
 
Figure 4-6: Example risk hierarchy 
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4.5.1.6 Step 6: Calculate risk weightings per solution 
Risk weightings are calculated using a similar method to step 4 for benefit weightings. 
The main difference is the use of Table 4-IV and Table 4-V. 
  Degree of risk Definition 
1 Equal level of risk 
2 Compromise between levels 1 and 3 
3 Moderate increased degree of risk 
4 Compromise between levels 3 and 5 
5 Strong increased degree of risk 
6 Compromise between levels 5 and 7 
7 Very strong increased degree of risk 
8 Compromise between levels 7 and 9 
9 Extreme increased degree of risk 
Table 4-IV: Degree scale for risk pairwise comparisons 
Rating 
scale Definition 
5 Highest risk 
4 High risk 
3 Medium risk 
2 Low risk 
1 Lowest risk 
Table 4-V: Alternative risk rating scale for solutions 
4.5.1.7 Step 7: Rank solutions based on B/R ratio values 
A calculation of benefit/risk ratio is performed for each alternative waste time type. 
The waste types are ranked from highest to lowest. This ranked list is a support to 
management in their decision on the major waste types where data is to be captured, 
included in performance metric calculations and action taken to reduce the waste by the 
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use of lean manufacturing or other methods.. The remaining waste types are classified 
as minor and ignored at the current time.  
4.5.1.8 Step 8: Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis is recommended to determine the possible effect that changes in 
responses may have on the waste type ranking.  
4.6 Waste Reduction Measurements Results 
4.6.1 Video capture of work performed 
A continuous time study including 
taking video of operations was 
considered appropriate as the jobs to 
be tracked were either of a relatively 
short duration or had a relatively 
fixed cycle and only a single 
machine and operator or a single 
operator needed to be tracked at any 
one time. 
 
Figure 4-7: Video capture: machine setup at 
laser cutter work centre 
A combination of video combined with simultaneous interview of the operator or 
operators being interviewed to discuss waste issues that arise can be a powerful method 
for understanding the reasons for waste as well as the types and extent of waste.   
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4.6.2 Process mapping 
Estimates of performance measures such as work centre availability, utilisation and 
production efficiency may be made based on the collected data in the process maps. An 
example section of a process map produced for the study is shown in Figure 4-8. Often 
these process mapping activities track a product or components and assemblies of a 
product as they move through a factory. Alternatively one or more operators are 
tracked as they perform their operations. The tracking of several products as originally 
planned was not pursued due to frequent changes to the short-term production 
schedule. Management proposed as an alternative video capture of each of the primary 
work centres. This proposal was implemented and is shown in the case study 
workflow, Figure 10-1. 
 
Figure 4-8: Process map of collected data 
A further change made was to the format of the process map when used for tracking 
both operator and machine simultaneously based on the ‘multiple activity chart for 
worker and machine’; an example chart is presented in Figure 4-9.  
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Figure 4-9: Multiple activity chart: worker and machine (Kanawaty, 1992) 
The process states operation/ transport/ inspection/ storage/ delay were used in the 
process map for tracking the operator rather than the product. The ‘storage’ activity 
was modified to represent ‘monitoring’. This was applicable for work centres where 
the machine continued the production cycle and the operator was able to take a ‘rest’ to 
monitor the machine operation. In addition the machine states production/ setup/ idle 
were tracked. A new line was added to the process map every time a change of state 
occurred for the operator, machine, or both.  
Attribute 
Work Centre 
Laser Cutting Brake Press Welding/Assembly 
No. of work centres 3 2 1 
No. of workers (direct) 3 2 ~6 
Video duration (hours) 19 15 3 
Video size (GByte) 18 14 3 
Table 4-VI: Summary of data collected at work centres 
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The laser cutting, brake press, and welding/assembly work centres were selected by 
management for study. Data collected at the various work centres is summarised in 
Table 4-VI. 
4.6.3 Estimating work centre utilisation 
The operation of each work centre included in the study was videoed for one working 
day. A process map was produced outlining the state of machine and operator for each 
work centre. In all cases observed the downtime for corrective or preventive 
maintenance was zero although some small amount of time was used for housekeeping 
activities. The average observed work centre utilisation in the study was approximately 
50 percent. As indicated in section 4.4 this would appear to be a typical figure for 
organisations prior to waste reduction initiatives.  
4.6.4 Ranking of waste time elements 
The complete ranking process was completed a total of three times. First the process 
was performed individually for two key personnel including the decision maker. The 
overall ranking results from Table 4-XVII show a sizeable ranking difference between 
the respondents. As an example consider the ranking results for time element S17 in 
Table 4-XVII. The ranking of this time element is 7 for the operations manager and 21 
for the engineer/estimator. The difference in ranking is therefore 14 ranking units. This 
magnitude of difference is reasonable evidence of disagreement between the 
respondents. Due to this difference a group session was performed where one common 
response was agreed for each comparison. The results shown in this section are the 
common responses.  
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4.6.4.1 Step 1: Define overall goal 
Management defined the overall goal to be ‘company improvement’. 
4.6.4.2 Step 2: Determine benefit (function) criteria for overall goal 
Benefit criteria are structured in a hierarchy as used in the AHP decision support 
method. The benefit hierarchy Figure 4-10 outlines benefits/functions in meeting the 
overall company objective. Level 1 comprises a set of company performance metrics of 
interest to the company. Management selected a total of four metrics important to them 
in measuring the objective company improvement’:  
 Utilisation per work centre 
 Production rate per product 
 Direct cost per product 
 Indirect cost for all products.  
The implementation of these metrics with adequate accuracy and consistency is 
considered beneficial in improving the company, both for future performance tracking 
purposes and for the waste reduction improvements that will be required to implement 
them.  Level 2 considers the contribution or benefit to the metrics from particular work 
centre types. Level 3 includes each time element under consideration to be measured 
and thereby be used for continuous improvement initiatives. The benefit factors and 
hierarchy were proposed to link the company performance metrics to be implemented 
(functions) to the shop floor time element solutions used to make the various metric 
measurements (solutions). The evaluation of alternative solutions is a standard system 
engineering activity.   
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Figure 4-10: Actual benefit hierarchy used in the case study 
4.6.4.3 Step 3: Define waste time types 
The observed time element categories are listed in Table 4-VII. The aim of the method 
is to select which of these time elements and in particular the time elements apart from 
S1 which is a given, that it is practical to measure on the shop floor at the current time. 
Small setup adjustments that occur have been not been included as an own category as 
while often frequent these times are usually only a single-digit number of seconds 
each. They can be considered as included in S9 ‘other delays’ currently.  
The breakdown of time elements in Table 4-VII can be collected or grouped into the 
Nakajima’s ‘six big losses’ categories, Jeong and Phillips’ ten loss categories, or any 
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other categorisation. This is not a requirement for the method described here, however 
may be useful to compare results with other organisations. 
Category 
Shop Floor Time Element 
No. Title 
Production S1 Production 
Initial setup 
S2 Work station area preparation 
S3 Machine tooling 
S4 Machine programming 
S5 Locating and moving materials 
S6 Other initial setup (incl. maintenance) 
Idle 
S7 Delay obtaining forklift access 
S8 Job specification errors/clarifications 
S9 Other delays 
S10 Materials delivery delay 
S11 Material quality issues delay 
S12 Locating materials delay 
S13 Discussion with Production Mngr 
S14 Discussion job with other operator 
S15 Discussion with Dispatch 
S16 Discussion with Eng. Office 
S17 Arrange parts (setup) 
S18 Stack parts (completed parts) 
S19 Move/carry parts 
S20 Move/carry materials 
S21 Review job paperwork and parts 
S22 Clock jobs 
S23 Other idle time 
Table 4-VII: Observed time elements 
4.6.4.4 Step 4: Define the risk criteria in implementing the defined time loss types 
The risk hierarchy used for the problem, shown in Figure 4-11, uses two types of 
factors at level 2. Factors R1 and R2 consider the risk of measurement accuracy and 
measurement consistency to the company objective. Factors R3 and R4 consider the 
risk of data collection not contributing to company improvement due to factors under 
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management control. Factors R1 and R2 are of a technical nature and factors R3 and 
R4 are non-technical and controlled by management.   
 
Figure 4-11: Actual Risk hierarchy used in the case study 
4.6.4.5 Step 5: Calculate benefit (function) weightings per time loss type 
This process is comprised of four parts: 
1) Evaluate performance metric weightings 
Determine the weightings of the performance metric factors from Figure 4-10 using the 
AHP pairwise comparison technique and the degree of preference scale Table 4-VIII. 
The benefit weightings obtained are outlined in Table 4-IX.  
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Degree of 
preference Definition 
1 Equal level of benefit 
2 Compromise between levels 1 and 3 
3 Moderate preference in level of benefit 
4 Compromise between levels 3 and 5 
5 Strong preference in level of benefit 
6 Compromise between levels 5 and 7 
7 Very strong preference in level of benefit 
8 Compromise between levels 7 and 9 
9 Extreme preference in level of benefit 
Table 4-VIII: Degree of preference scale for benefit pairwise comparisons 
Saaty’s Consistency Indicator (CI) is calculated for each pairwise comparison matrix. 
The CI is divided by the Random Consistency Index (RI) to obtain the Consistency 
Ratio (CR) for the matrix. Ideally the CR should have a value less than 0.1 for the 
matrix of pairwise comparisons to have an acceptably low level of inconsistency in 
responses. The pairwise comparison matrix for the performance measures (B1-B4) is 
shown in Figure 4-12.  
Priority of Goal with respect to Benefit 
   
Benefit B1 B2 B3 B4 VP 
 
CI CR 
B1 1 1 1/3 1/3 0.137 
 
0.20 0.22 
B2 1 1 1 1 0.224 
   
B3 3 1 1 6 0.436 
   
B4 3 1 1/6 1 0.203 
   
Figure 4-12: AHP pairwise comparison matrix: performance measures 
The CI obtained is 0.20. The RI for a matrix of size n = 4 is RI = 0.89. The 
corresponding CR value is 0.20/0.89 or 0.22. This CR value is greater than the 
recommended 0.1, however the respondents in this case did not wish to alter their 
common agreed responses and therefore the level of inconsistency has to be accepted 
in order to move forward. The sub-factors in Table 4-IX all had CR=0.  
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Factors Sub-factors 
 
Factors Sub-factors 
B1 0.137 
   
B3 0.436 
  
  
B11 0.008 
   
B31 0.029 
  
B12 0.065 
   
B32 0.204 
  
B13 0.065 
   
B23 0.204 
B2 0.224 
   
B4 0.203 
  
  
B21 0.103 
   
B41 0.029 
  
B22 0.105 
   
B42 0.087 
  
B23 0.105 
   
B43 0.087 
Table 4-IX: Benefit hierarchy factor weightings: common response 
Performance metric B3 has the highest weighting as evaluated by the respondents, in 
particular for data collected from the brake press B32 and welding B33 areas. Data 
collected from the laser cutter work centres B31 are evaluated as much lower benefit 
for this performance metric.  
2) Evaluate work centre weightings for each performance metric 
For each performance metric determine the weightings of the work centres using the 
AHP pairwise comparison technique and the degree of preference scale Table 4-VIII. 
The benefit weightings obtained are outlined in Table 4-IX as sub-factors.  
3) Evaluate relative benefit of each score 1-5 
As the number of alternative solutions is greater than seven an alternative method is 
used to determine weightings for each time element type. Rather than comparing each 
solution pairwise, which would require an excessive number of comparisons, a single 
rating score 1-5 is used. A relative weight for each possible benefit score is required. 
The respondents’ pairwise compare the level of benefit for each possible score 1-5 
using Table 4-X.  
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Benefit Rating 
Score Description Weighting 
5 Very high benefit 0.561 
4 High benefit 0.236 
3 Medium benefit 0.110 
2 Low benefit 0.053 
1 Very low benefit 0.040 
Table 4-X: Relative benefit rating: common response 
The score weights are estimated from these respondent judgements using AHP. The 
benefit weightings obtained in Table 4-X indicate a benefit score of 5 is considered 
0.561/0.040 = 14 times as much benefit as a score of 1. CR is 0.27 for this pairwise 
comparison matrix; while greater than the maximum recommended value of 0.1 a 
higher level of inconsistency is considered acceptable as, if both are not obtainable 
simultaneously, it is considered more important to focus on obtaining an agreed 
common result than high levels of consistency. 
4) Evaluate overall weighting for each time element type 
Each alternative time loss type is scored 1-5 in Table 4-XI for perceived level of 
benefit of collecting data on a particular time element type for each performance 
measure and work centre combination. These scores are converted to weightings using 
Table 4-X and multiplied by the evaluated benefit hierarchy factor weightings. The 
sum of these weighting products for each time loss type gives an overall level of 
benefit for each time element, Equation (9) and Table 4-XII.  
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Table 4-XI: Benefit rating of solutions: common responses 
 
Table 4-XII: Level of benefit estimates for each alternative time element 
4.6.4.6 Step 6 Calculate risk weightings per solution 
The risk weightings per solution are calculated in a similar fashion to the benefit 
weightings using the risk hierarchy. The CR values obtained are 0.23 (R1-R4), 0.50 
(R11-R15), 0.50 (R21-R25), 0 (R31-R32). The sum of these weighting products for 
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each solutions gives an overall level of risk for each time element. In this case the 
management risks R3 and R4 had a total relative risk equal to 0.80 with the technical 
risks R1 and R2 total relative risk equal to 0.20.  
Risk Rating 
Score Description Weighting 
5 Very high risk 0.583 
4 High risk 0.222 
3 Medium risk 0.110 
2 Low risk 0.051 
1 Very low risk 0.035 
Table 4-XIII: Relative risk rating: common responses 
Factors Sub-factors 
R1 0.133   
  R11 0.004 
  R12 0.066 
  R13 0.034 
  R14 0.017 
  R15 0.012 
R2 0.064   
  R21 0.002 
  R22 0.032 
  R23 0.016 
  R24 0.008 
  R25 0.006 
R3 0.366   
  R31 0.244 
  R32 0.122 
R4 0.436   
Table 4-XIV: Risk hierarchy factor weightings: common response 
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Table 4-XV: Risk rating of solutions: common responses 
 
Table 4-XVI: Level of risk estimates for each alternative time element 
4.6.4.7 Step 7: Rank solutions based on B/R values 
The results calculated from the previous steps are summarised in Figure 4-13 where the 
benefit, risk, and benefit/risk ratio are shown.  
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Figure 4-13: Common: Time elements ranked by benefit/risk ratio 
The time elements are sorted or ranked from highest to lowest value of benefit/risk 
ratio. 
4.6.4.8 Step 8: Sensitivity analysis 
The main single factors having a possible effect on the final solution ranking are the 
respondent pairwise comparison responses to level of the benefit hierarchy and level 1 
of the risk hierarchy. The final ranking in this study is robust with respect to single 
factor changes over the full range 1/9 to 9 of possible responses.   
4.6.5 Ranked list of time elements for shop floor data capture 
The ranked list of shop floor time elements is shown in Table 4-XVII. Unlike other 
methods in vogue, such as six sigma, TQM, TPM, etc., the ranking process includes 
the consideration of risk.  The reduction of a particular waste time type may provide a 
high benefit, but this may be counterweighed by the risk of difficulty in actually 
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measuring and subsequently monitoring any waste reduction gains achieved. This may 
have negative consequences for the sustainability of waste reduction achievements. It 
is important then that benefit and risk are properly balanced when evaluating which 
waste time type is the most important and relevant for waste reduction action at a given 
point in time. The waste time types with the greatest ratio of benefit to risk are 
considered the optimum candidates for waste reduction process improvements.  They 
provide the optimum benefit in achieving the specified objective when balanced 
against the risk of inadequate and/or unsustainable waste reduction. Inability to sustain 
improvement can only be possible if ongoing measurement of acceptable quality is 
highly likely. The risk reduction framework in Figure 4-11 includes risk elements that 
can hinder the sustainment of waste reduction and improvement one achieved. This 
inability to sustain constitutes a waste of resources that may negatively affect the 
attainment of continuous improvement. 
Time element S11 ‘Material quality delay issues’ and S17 ‘Arrange parts (setup)’ have 
similar levels of benefit. If benefit alone was the basis for ranking then S11 and S17 
would obtain identical ranking. The evaluated risk for S17 is considerably higher than 
the evaluated risk for S11. Based on the consideration of benefit against risk S11 
attains a rank of 1 and S17 a rank of 14. The improvement from process improvement 
to reduce waste in S11 is therefore evaluated more likely to succeed and evaluated as 
more likely for the achieved improvement to be sustainable. 
The ranking results Table 4-XVII are summarised for the individual evaluations and a 
group evaluation involving the individuals working together to obtain common 
responses. Note the significant differences in individual rankings as shown in the ‘rank 
difference’ column. The maximum ranking difference obtained, for example, was 14 
units for time element S17. This shows some evidence that consensus in the individual 
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solution ranking has not been obtained. To increase the probability of success of the 
data collection project it is important that agreement is reached on the solution ranking 
by key stakeholders. A group meeting was called and the respondents completed one 
common questionnaire. Differences in scoring were discussed and common agreement 
and/or compromise was reached. The results of the common solution ranking by 
benefit/risk ratio are shown in the ‘common evaluation’ column. 
 
Table 4-XVII: Ranking results 
Ideally, to obtain maximize accuracy and consistency in measurements of time used on 
the shop floor; it would be beneficial to collect data categorized in all 23 categories, 
with a priority according to level of benefit. In practice this is not possible due to 
human elements, impracticality of capturing small time durations, and other risks. 
Work centre operators will require time to be trained and become accustomed to the 
new data collection system. A staggered implementation of data collection time 
elements is considered necessary by the respondents.  
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Assume as an example decision management has agreed the first nine time element 
types in Figure 4-14, at the high benefit/low risk end of the B/R ratio scale, are to be 
implemented in the first phase. The low risk values obtained can be interpreted as these 
solutions, if implemented, having a low risk of not contributing to the goal of 
‘company improvement’. The improvement focus is then primarily on time elements 
that can be measured and the effect of waste reduction effects gauged; a closed loop 
system. The nine time elements may be categorized as follows: 
5) Production (S1),  
6) Initial setup (S2, S3, S4, S5), 
7) Quality/Non-conformance related issues (S8, S11), 
8) Material supply delay issues (S10, S12) 
Over time the perceived risk level for the remaining time element solutions can be 
expected to reduce, and they can then be considered for implementation by rerunning 
this method or other means. 
From the common agreed responses given, measurement of ‘direct cost per product’ 
gives the most benefit to company improvement, with a weighting obtained of 0.436. 
Measurement of ‘utilization per work centre’ has the least value to company 
improvement, with a weighting obtained of 0.137. Note the difference between the 
highest and lowest benefit ratings has reduced, most likely due to the need for the 
individual respondents to compromise on their individual positions to obtain common 
agreement.   
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Figure 4-14: Time element types sorted by benefit/risk ratio 
The most beneficial individual work centres in providing company improvement are 
evaluated as the brake press and welding work centres with weightings equal to 0.460.  
From the responses given, the risks to company improvement as a consequence of shop 
floor data collection focus are not technically related, but are management related. The 
management related risks R3 and R4 combined account for 0.80 or 80% of the 
evaluated risk, with technical factor risks  R1 and R2 accounting for 20% of the 
evaluated risk.  Management miscommunication (lack of consistent message, or no 
message) is considered to be a higher risk to company improvement than shop floor 
data collection related risks, or management loss of interest. 
Consider a specific example: interestingly risk R32 ‘loss of champion’ received a risk 
evaluation of 0.013 or 1.3% by the engineer/estimator individual evaluation. This could 
be interpreted as the respondent believes either:  
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 If the current champion was removed for any reason other persons would take 
over the ‘champion’ role for the project and push it through to obtain the 
company improvement benefit 
 The project champion role has little influence on the success or failure of the 
project.  
After discussion in the group risk evaluation of R32 increased to 0.122 or 12.2% of the 
total evaluated risk.  
4.6.6 Efficiency improvement focus areas – the action plan  
The potential efficiency improvements observed from the video and interview sessions 
may be documented for action using a template such as that shown in Figure 4-15.  
 
Figure 4-15: Example efficiency improvement focus area template  
Potential savings are based on the waste time observed and as such are indicative only. 
Efficiency improvements linked to time element types that are to be measured, should 
be prioritised first, as the efficiency performance improvement can be measured and 
feedback provided to the person or persons responsible for actioning the 
improvements. 
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4.7 Concluding Remarks 
Manufacturing organisations are looking for guidance for optimal ways to reduce their 
waste and increase efficiencies. Performance measurements are required at all levels of 
an organisation to provide feedback that waste reduction initiatives are being effective. 
Performance measurement requires data, much of which is provided from the shop 
floor. Data capture of waste and loss can be problematic for a number of reasons, 
technical and human amongst others. A carefully defined data capture process is 
required, together with acceptance, commitment, and effort from multiple if not all 
levels of the organisation to make it succeed. Focus needs to be given to reducing 
waste types having the greatest benefit to achieving organisational goals when 
balanced against risk factors that may hinder the achievement of that benefit.  
The method produces an action list for waste reduction as an output, based on 
observation of waste types and the opinions of decision makers and others on the 
benefit and risk of each waste type on company goals. The action list is a decision 
support tool for management when deciding the waste types to focus on first at a given 
point in time, by the use of lean manufacturing or other techniques.   
While the method informs a manufacturing organisation on what they need to do to 
reduce waste and improve their performance it does not however consider the 
probability that an organisation actually has the capability to apply consistent and 
adequate levels of effort to complete the actions and subsequently sustain achieved 
improvements over time. A list of actions, even if they make perfect sense, is of little 
use if the actions will never be successfully implemented. The limitation of not 
estimating the success likelihood of a PI has been addressed in the revised model 
described in following sections.  
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5 The Performance Prediction Model 
5.1 Introduction 
A video record has been captured of the shop floor operation and interaction with 
support services at selected work centres of primary interest to the company. A process 
mapping of the data record allowed the estimation of work centre utilisation and the 
definition of observed waste time element types. Waste time elements have been 
categorised into major elements that will be measured as a part of the performance 
measurement system (PMS) and minor elements that will not be measured and which 
will be included in the available production time as seen in Figure 4-3. Further an 
action list was specified to reduce the observed waste for future operations. The current 
utilisation measure U0 is estimated from the process mapping exercise. The theoretical 
maximum utilisation Uth is estimated based on the current utilisation level and the 
assumption that all observed waste time is reduced to zero by the successful 
implementation of all actions in the action list. If the company takes no action the 
utilisation is estimated to remain at its current level with no improvement. Conversely 
if the organisation is able to implement all actions the utilisation will rise to the 
theoretical maximum level.  
The waste reduction measurement method provides a good indicator of prioritising 
improvement projects based on derived merits.  It does not however indicate 
knowledge that is required to do the projects and therefore does not answer RQ1 and 
additionally only partially answers RQ2 and RQ3.   
A new approach is required to tackle this problem. Questions still remain: 
 What is the predicted level of performance between U0 and Uth the company 
likely to achieve? 
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 What is a suitable performance target level after completion of the 
improvement project? 
The developed process improvement risk assessment method described in the 
following sections is able to answer to these questions.  
5.2 Whole of System Modelling 
This method to prioritise process improvement projects based on waste reduction in 
Chapter 4 is based on determining the status of machines on the shop floor used to 
manufacture products. Primary focus is on the activities surrounding each machine 
when that machine is idle. There are however many factors that affect the outcome of a 
process improvement which in themselves are not necessarily visible from a shop-floor 
study alone. A more holistic approach is required to capture these factors.     
The whole of system approach takes all aspects of an enterprise into account, not just 
shop-floor machines and product storage. The original development in enterprise 
integration, the ‘generic enterprise reference architecture and methodology’ (GERAM) 
(Bernus and Nemes, 1996) models integration of manufacturing enterprises. Enterprise 
integration may be defined as ‘the coordination of the operation of all elements of the 
enterprise working together in order to achieve the optimal fulfilment of the mission of 
that enterprise as defined by enterprise management’ (Williams and Li, 1999). 
Enterprise elements include 1) equipment providing the product and/or service 
functions, 2) control and information function equipment, and 3) humans in direct 
mission enabling functions and/or monitoring and control functions. Without an 
enterprise architecture model used to represent a company decision makers make 
decisions based on their own personal models of the company. Additionally, interfaces 
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of software tools, databases, work processes and so on from different components of a 
company are at best difficult and at worst impossible to integrate (Serrano et al., 2008).  
5.2.1 The 3PE model 
For many industrial companies provision of services provide a growing source of 
revenue and increase in their ability to recover from economic downturns. An example 
from the aerospace sector is the provision of performance-based service contracts by 
engine suppliers to airline companies with the advantage to the customer of fixed-price 
maintenance costs over extended time periods (Baines et al., 2012). Product service 
systems (PSS) may be defined as comprised of ‘tangible products and intangible 
services designed and combined so that they jointly are capable of fulfilling specific 
customer needs’ (Tukker, 2004). A whole of system capability model Figure 5-1 was 
introduced by Mo (2012a) with the aim of consolidating existing knowledge of product 
service system design. This model architecture comprises the dimensions of people, 
process, product and environment.   
 
Figure 5-1: The 3PE capability model for product service systems (Mo, 2012a) 
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The initial prediction equation (10) is based on the premise future performance may be 
predicted from a knowledge of current capability or a capability score measure SC. This 
model is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5-2 where the capability measure is used to 
predict future performance gain within an operating environment.  
( )CSfP =*  (10) 
 
Figure 5-2: Estimate future performance from current capability estimate  
5.2.2 Capability score (SC) 
The capability score measure SC follows the hierarchal structure in Figure 5-3 and is 
measured on a 0-100 scale. The first level of capability categorisation is based on the 
3PE model structure described above. The primary focus in the research is on the 
categories 1) people, 2) process, and 4) people/process interactions which reflects the 
main focus in the process improvement literature. The capability categories 2) product, 
5) people/product interactions, and 6) process/product interactions are more relevant in 
the realm of product development and product service support and as a result are not 
included in the scope of this research. Product development includes software 
development, hardware development, and the integration and testing of software and 
hardware components.  
The second level of categorisation includes process improvement focus areas derived 
from a review of the capability factors in the literature that positively and negatively 
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influences the attainment of performance gain from improvement projects. A further 
categorisation breakdown overview is shown in Figure 5-4. Rating of individual 
capability factors is rolled-up or aggregated according to this structure.  
 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Capability score SC hierarchal structure 
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Figure 5-4: Capability categorisation overview 
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The results from a SC estimation is shown in Figure 5-5. In addition to presenting the 
overall SC equal to 36 the cross-categorisation of 3PE and PI focus areas is also 
mapped. The 3PE categorisation 1-6 is shown horizontally and process improvement 
focus areas A-H vertically. The obtained capability scores for each cross-category are 
presented in Pareto chart form to further illustrate the areas most in need of 
improvement focus.  The organisation is presented with new knowledge of the 
capability that is most lacking in their current system that affect their ability to 
successfully implement process improvement and improve their ability to meet 
performance gain targets. In this case the lowest three scores are of the 3PE category 
‘Process’. 
 
Figure 5-5: Capability gap analysis: providing new knowledge 
Category 2G is the process of setting performance goals and measures and is lowest 
with a score of 18 on the 0-100 capability scale. Lack of work centre or cell 
performance goals and performance measurement in place to confirm improvement 
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contributes to the low 2G category score. Category 2B is low due to the lack of initial 
and continuous risk assessment of the PI process. Category 2A is a more complex 
category covering the process of changing management systems and culture. Using a 
portfolio of KPIs in PI communication is important as is the existence of a standard 
problem solving methodology and process. A process for formally documenting and 
handling improvement ideas by employees is an enabler of increased performance. The 
score of 25 for the 2A category indicates the organisation has need of improvement in 
these areas. In many cases an organisation will not have thought of these capabilities as 
being necessary to have a higher capability and as such this information will provide 
new knowledge as to the potential actions required to improve their results from 
improvement initiatives. Implementing improvements in these areas will lift the SC and 
increase the likelihood the organisation can meet performance target goals from 
improvement. By taking action to improve the capability categories with the lowest 
scores first capability will take the positive step towards reducing capability variability.  
5.2.3 Relative performance P*  
Relative performance P* is defined in Equation (11):  
0
0*
PP
PPP
th −
−
=
 (11) 
where: 
P*   = Relative performance gain, continuous 0-1 scale 
P0 = Current level of a performance measure 
Pth = Theoretical maximum level of a performance measure 
P = Performance level, between P0 and Pth 
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On the relative performance 0-1 scale the current performance level is defined as 0 and 
the theoretical maximum performance as 1. The theoretical performance can be 
considered in several ways. The absolute theoretical maximum is the maximum 
performance level possible due to limitation for example by the laws of physics or 
economics. A local theoretical maximum may apply for a particular problem where the 
local maximum is less than the local maximum. This case occurs where it is known 
from the limitations of an existing machine or process that a local maximum applies. 
For the remainder of this thesis no difference is attributed to the two terminologies and 
it assumed the decision maker is aware of the theoretical maximum applicable for a 
process improvement problem regardless that is of a local or absolute nature.   
5.3 Weakness with P* = f(SC) Prediction 
5.3.1  Stochastic variation in applicable effort 
The SC for an organisation undertaking a process improvement project in Figure 5-5  
was estimated at 36 on the 0-100 capability score scale. Theoretically knowing this SC 
value should allow estimation of the P* to be obtained from the project. However 
performance data from improvement projects obtained by Done et al. (2011) shows we 
have uncertainties in achieved P* as seen in Figure 5-6. Data for this P* = f(SC) graph 
has been rescaled from real-life improvement project source data Table 5-I. The 
performance level 1-5 ratings are rescaled to the 0-1 P* scale. Capability ratings of ‘+’, 
blank and ‘-‘ are converted to scores on a 0-100 scale and a weighted average 
calculated based on the factor groupings to obtain the overall SC score. 
Organisations and individual or groups of people may have the capability to apply 
effort to a problem but that does not mean they will necessarily do so. There are many 
environment factors that cause uncertainty and variation in applied effort to 
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improvement problems. Variation in effort can occur on time scales from the very short 
such as staff sickness to the extended long-term such as the health of economy.    
 
Figure 5-6: Performance prediction has uncertainties 
Performance Level Attained (0-5 scale) 
Time 
PI Project 
G D B H E C A F 
t1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 
t2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
t3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 
PI Capability 
Capability Rating 
Group Factor 
G1 
G1.1 - - - 
  
+ + + 
G1.2 - - - + + + + + 
G1.3 - - - - 
   
+ 
G1.4 
    
+ + + + 
G2 
G2.1 - 
 
- 
  
+ + + 
G2.2 - - - + + + + + 
G2.3 - - - - + + + + 
G2.4 - 
 
- 
 
+ + + + 
G2.5 - - + 
 
+ + + + 
G3 
G3.1 
   
+ + + + + 
G3.2 - - - + + + + + 
Table 5-I: PI project results, adapted from Done et al (2011) 
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Examples of effort variation sources are: 
 Number of improvement projects in progress: The number of improvement 
projects in progress can severely affect the outcome from individual projects. If 
an organisation attempts to take on too many projects simultaneously a 
potential consequence is their resources are spread too thin with consequent 
failure in most if not all of the improvement projects. 
 Availability of key personnel and machines for experiments: Key personnel are 
usually in great demand and obtaining their services to the desired extent for a 
particular project can be problematic. Their availability together with the 
availability of machines to conduct improvement experiments can be a 
bottleneck to improvement. This is influenced by the level of demand and 
production together with influences caused by quality issues or persistent 
issuing of urgent orders to the shop floor. 
 Clarity of vision: A clear vision indicates what the organisation believes it will 
look like after completion of an improvement transformation (Bhasin and 
Burcher, 2006). People can be expected to apply more effort if they understand 
where the improvement is finally heading. Vision clarity in any improvement 
case affects applied effort.  
 Staff turnover level: The sudden absence of experienced staff can negatively 
impact effort applied to improvement when these persons are extensively 
involved in process improvement initiatives.  
 Office politics: can affect the level of support and effort by for example middle 
management as they choose to passively and not actively support an 
improvement due to perceived self-interest or their level of harmony with other 
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people involved. Personal goals may override company goals affecting the level 
of effort applied to an improvement.  
 Staff workload: Staff may feel overloaded and stressed due to their workload 
exceeding their capacity to cope. Wasteful process may be to blame as may be 
temporary or permanent understaffing levels. The perceived level of overload at 
any time affects that level of applicable effort available for improvement.  
 Priority compared to other work: Disagreement may exist between managers as 
to the priority of a process improvement when compared to other work. Staff 
may not want to be involved in an improvement project exposed to extensive 
levels of management in-fighting. They may avoid their personal involvement 
and application of effort as much as possible. 
 Production order levels: High levels of production to meet short-term customer 
demand may necessitate temporarily downgrading the level of improvement 
effort by the organisation while focusing on meeting demand.    
 Management focus level: Management may believe an improvement project is 
in place after meeting initial performance goals ether in-part or completely. The 
problem arises when management lose focus on monitoring and follow-up of 
the improvement and the performance result is allowed to effectively float. 
Effort applied to an improvement by management may decrease due to moving 
on to the next new activity without realising further follow-up is required to 
ensure sustained results from previous improvement efforts.  
 Champion availability: The improvement champion helps to push an 
improvement through the organisation. If this person becomes unavailable for 
any reason or leaves the company the effort applied to improvement by many 
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staff may reduce simultaneously as the force applied to implement change 
drops.  
The above examples of effort variation sources are expanded in Figure 5-7.  
 
Figure 5-7: Environment factors causing stochastic variation in effort 
Management engagement and focus levels may vary on short to long time scales. Staff 
turnover can cause lack of continuity in particular when it relates to key personnel. The 
temporary or permanent absence of the improvement champion can have a large effect 
as this is a key person pushing improvement initiatives through in an organisation 
working to bridge any gap between staff and management.  
The effect of variations in effort for these and other environment factors provides the 
total stochastic variation in effort experienced by organisations for improvement 
projects. While the mean available effort increases with increasing improvement 
capability there is a level of random variation about this mean.  
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5.3.2 Non-linear relationship between effort and performance 
The relationship between applied effort and performance is generally non-linear as 
borne out particularly in the trade literature which has many references to 
improvements of the ‘low-hanging fruit’ variety. These low-hanging fruit projects have 
the possibility of achieving large performance gain with relatively little effort. At the 
opposite end of the scale high-hanging fruit projects require a large effort to obtain any 
significant performance gain. Any performance prediction model needs to consider the 
non-linear effect of effort on performance in order to be adequately accurate for 
probability of success estimation.  
5.3.3 Consequences 
Required effort is a major blocking factor to achieving performance gain. Effects due 
the effort required are not considered in the P* = f(SC) model. A regression analysis on 
results from the P* = f(SC) provide a normal or Gaussian distribution of performance 
variation about the mean. A consequence of the non-linear effects between effort and 
performance is the probability density function of performance obtained from the P* = 
f(SC) model is inadequate for estimating performance probability of success. 
5.4 The New Invented Model 
The new invented model Figure 5-8 includes the effects of effort on performance and 
as such addresses the weaknesses in the initial model.  
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Figure 5-8: The new invented model 
The new performance prediction equation (14) combines both the stochastic aspects of 
effort Equation (12) and non-linear relationship between effort and performance 
Equation (13).  
( )PkfP =*  (12) 
( )CP Sgk =  (13) 
The new performance prediction equation: 
( )( )CSgfP =*  (14) 
The non-linear relationship between effort and performance is illustrated in Figure 5-9. 
Curves A and B describe improvement projects that may be described as ‘low hanging 
fruit’. In these cases a small amount of effort kP can produce a large and visible 
increase in relative performance P*.  
Curve D represents a linear relationship between applied effort and performance 
obtained whereby the new performance prediction Equation (14) P* = f(g(SC)) reverts 
to the original model Equation (10) P*=f(SC) . The linear curve D is therefore a special 
case of the more general new performance prediction equation. Curve E has the 
characteristics of a ‘high hanging fruit’ project. Large amounts of effort are required to 
obtain any initial performance gain.  
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Figure 5-9: The Non-Linear Relationship between Effort and Performance 
While any organisation has the potential for success in improvement projects of type A 
only the most capable of companies would have an acceptable probability of success 
for projects of type E.  Less capable companies would be extremely unlikely to be able 
to apply the necessary effort to be successful in type E initiatives.  
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6 Effort Effectiveness Relationship to Performance  
The effectiveness function P* = f(kP) Equation (11) represents the relation between 
effort and relative performance achieved for a particular process improvement project 
executed within an organisation. This relationship is generally non-linear in nature with 
a linear relationship being a special case of the more general model. Multiple methods 
have been developed in this research which may be used alone or in concert to estimate 
the effectiveness function for an improvement project. These methods are described in 
this chapter.  
6.1 Selection of MCDA method 
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) or multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 
consider multiple criteria in decision making situations. The standard structure is 
shown in Figure 6-1 where a number of often conflicting criteria are evaluated against 
an overall goal. The alternatives under consideration are evaluated against their ability 
to satisfy each criterion against the goal.  
 
Figure 6-1: Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) problem structure 
When deriving the effectiveness function a technique is required to obtain a weighting 
for individual alternatives for one criterion only. This scenario is shown within the 
dashed line boundary on Figure 6-1. For the methods presented in the following 
sections the criterion C1 may be intensity of effort or alternatively level of benefit. The 
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alternatives Ai may be quantitative performance levels, qualitative performance levels, 
or process improvement actions. The judgement table for a generic MCDA problem 
Figure 6-2 indicates a score ai1 is obtained for each alternative Ai with the criterion 
weighting w1 equal to one as C1 is the sole criterion. The rating Si is equal to the score 
ai1 in this situation. 
 
Figure 6-2: Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) judgment table 
Numerous MCDA methods exist including Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) and 
Weighted Product Method (WPM) (Triantaphyllou and Mann, 1989) and the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1980, Saaty, 2008a). The equations for the alternative 
rating scores are presented for SAW Equation (15) and WPM Equation (16). In our 
case j = 1 as there is a single criterion and the two equations are equal.  
SAW:     ∑
=
=
n
j
jiji waS
1
 (15) 
WPM:    ∑
=
=
n
j
w
iji
jaS
1
 (16) 
Either SAW or WPM could meet the needs as they involve providing a simple absolute 
judgment score for each alternative. The AHP technique however may provide a 
superior result in that the AHP relies on the supposition that humans are more capable 
of making relative judgements than absolute judgements (Linkov et al., 2006). 
Decisions concern people and the AHP methodology is very good at dealing with 
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people with use of user friendly pairwise comparisons. A further advantage of the AHP 
is the presence of a measure of consistency of judgement or consistency ratio (CR) to 
confirm the judged priority between the alternatives with respect to each criteria is 
adequately consistent. For this reason the AHP is the technique used to provide 
weightings for alternatives where a reduced MCDA technique is required for the 
effectiveness function estimations methods.   
6.2 Methods to Derive the Effectiveness Function According to Performance 
6.2.1 Method A: Outcome-based level assessment  
Method A compares the intensity of effort to move between defined discrete levels of 
performance, in particular from discrete levels of performance Pj to performance level 
Pi. The opinions are solicited using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). To 
determine relationship between performance effectiveness factor and performance 
level, the AHP is applied to consolidate the vector of priority (VP) over the range of P0 
to Pn.  The pairwise comparison judgements θij in Figure 6-3 use the 1 to 9 intensity of 
effort scale from Table 6-I.  
Intensity 
of Effort 
Pj 
VP 
Pn Pn-1 … P2 P1 P0 
Pi 
Pn 1 θn,n-1 … θn,2 θn,1 θn,0 wn 
Pn-1 1/θn,n-1 1 … θn-1,2 θn-1,1 θn-1,0 wn-1 
… … … 1 … … … … 
P2 1/θn,2 1/θn-1,2 … 1 θ2,1 θ2,0 w2 
P1 1/θn,1 1/θn-1,1 … 1/ θ2,1 1 θ1,0 w1 
P0 1/θn,0 1/θn-1,0 … 1/ θ2,0 1/ θ1,0 1 w0 
Figure 6-3: Method A: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix – Intensity of effort 
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Intensity 
of Effort Definition  
1 Very Low 
2 Compromise between levels 1 and 3 
3 Low 
4 Compromise between levels 3 and 5 
5 Medium 
6 Compromise between levels 5 and 7 
7 High 
8 Compromise between levels 7 and 9 
9 Very high 
Table 6-I: Method A: Degree of required effort scale 
The performance effectiveness factor kPi is obtained over the range 0 to 1 using 
Equations (17) to (18). The term [(θn,0 – 1) / 8] is a scaling factor while the term               
[(wi – w0)/(wn - w0)] determines the curve shape.  
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Relative performance Pi* over the range 0 to 1 is calculated using Equation (19).  
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All parameters and calculated values required for the effectiveness function P* = f(kP)  
are listed in the data table Table 6-II. 
i Pi VP Pi* kPi 
0 P0 w0 0 0 
1 P1 w1 P1* kP1 
2 P2 w2 P2* kP2 
… … … … … 
n-1 Pn-1 wn-1 Pn-1* kP(n-1) 
n Pn wn Pn* kP(n) 
n+1 Pth … 1 1 
Table 6-II: Method A: Effectiveness function data table 
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The method is illustrated using an example to further illustrate the general principles. 
The performance measure has been divided into n = 5 segments. The current level of 
performance is known P0 = 35. The theoretical maximum level of performance Pth = 
100. The main area of interest is in the target area Ptarg = 90 and as a result the 
performance parameters Pi are clustered in this area. Judgements on the intensity of 
effort to move between levels of performance are evaluated in Figure 6-4. The 
consistency ratio (CR) for the judgements CR = 0.03 from Equation (8) which meets 
the Saaty criterion of CR ≤ 0.1 for acceptable consistency of judgements. 
Intensity of 
effort 
P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 
VP 
100 95 85 70 50 35 
P5 100 1 2 3 5 6 8 0.385 
P4 95 1/2 1 2 4 7 7 0.273 
P3 85 1/3 1/2 1 3 5 6 0.181 
P2 70 1/5 1/4 1/3 1 2 3 0.079 
P1 50 1/6 1/7 1/5 1/2 1 2 0.049 
P0 35 1/8 1/7 1/6 1/3 1/2 1 0.033 
Figure 6-4: Method A: Judgement matrix 
The performance effectiveness is calculated using Equations (17) to (18) and the 
relative performance P* using Equations (19).  
The calculations are summarised in the data table Table 6-III.  
i Pi VP Pi* kPi 
0 35 0.033 0 0 
1 50 0.049 0.231 0.039 
2 70 0.079 0.538 0.114 
3 85 0.181 0.769 0.369 
4 95 0.273 0.923 0.595 
5 100 0.385 1.000 0.875 
th 100 … 1 1 
Table 6-III: Method A: Effectiveness function data table 
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The corresponding effectiveness function Figure 6-5: 
 
Figure 6-5: Method A - Example effectiveness function  
6.2.2 Method B: Relative outcome-based level assessment 
Method B is a variation on Method A where pairwise comparison judgements are made 
between qualitative levels of performance with subsequent quantitative values of 
performance attached to each qualitative performance level. Pairwise judgments θij are 
made in Figure 6-6 of the intensity of effort from Table 6-I required to move from a 
qualitative level of performance Pj to a higher qualitative level of performance Pi. The 
qualitative performance rating scale Ri is defined on seven levels 0: none (existing or 
pre-process improvement level of performance), 1: very limited, 2: limited, 3: 
moderate, 4: good, 5: excellent, th: theoretical maximum performance. Vector of 
priority values wi are estimated using the AHP method. The effectiveness function is 
then calculated in a similar manner to Method A.  
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Intensity of Effort 
Rj 
VP 
R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 R0 
Ri 
R5 Excellent 1 θ54 θ53 θ52 θ51 θ50 w5 
R4 Good 1/ θ54 1 θ43 θ42 θ41 θ40 w4 
R3 Moderate 1/ θ53 1/ θ43 1 θ32 θ31 θ30 w3 
R2 Limited 1/ θ52 1/ θ42 1/ θ32 1 θ20 θ21 w2 
R1 Very limited 1/ θ51 1/ θ41 1/ θ31 1/ θ20 1 θ10 w1 
R0 None  1/ θ50 1/ θ40 1/ θ30 1/ θ21 1/ θ10 1 w0 
Figure 6-6: Method B: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix – Intensity of effort 
The performance effectiveness factor kPi is obtained over the range 0 to 1 using 
Equation (20) to (21). Similar to method A the term [(θn,0 – 1) / 8] is a scaling factor 
while the term [(wi – w0)/(w5 - w0)] determines the curve shape. 
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Relative performance Pi* over the range 0 to 1 is calculated using Equation (22). 
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All parameters and calculated values required for the effectiveness function P* = f(kP)  
are listed in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-IV.  
i Ri Pi VP kPi Pi* 
0 None (Pre-PI) P0 w0 0 0 
1 Very limited P1 w1 kP1 P1* 
2 Limited P2 w2 kP2 P2* 
3 Moderate P3 w3 kP3 P3* 
4 Good P4 w4 kP4 P4* 
5 Excellent P5 w5 kP5 P5* 
th Theoretical Max. Pth wth 1 1 
Table 6-IV: Method B: Effectiveness function data table 
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The method is illustrated using an example to further illustrate the general principles. 
Quantitative levels of performance are attached to the qualitative performance ratings: 
‘None (pre-PI)’ = 35, ‘very limited’ = 50, ‘limited’ = 70, ‘moderate’ = 85, ‘good’ = 95, 
‘excellent’ = 100, and ‘theoretical maximum’ = 100. Ptarg = 90 placed between 
moderate and good levels of performance gain.  
Judgements on the intensity of effort to move between levels of performance are 
evaluated in Figure 6-7. The consistency ratio (CR) for the judgements CR = 0.03 from 
Equation (8) which meets the Saaty criterion of CR ≤ 0.1 for acceptable consistency of 
judgements. 
Intensity of Effort 
Rj 
VP 
R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 R0 
Ri 
R5 Excellent 1 2 3 5 6 8 0.385 
R4 Good 1/2 1 2 4 7 7 0.273 
R3 Moderate 1/3 1/2 1 3 5 6 0.181 
R2 Limited 1/5 1/4 1/3 1 2 3 0.079 
R1 Very limited 1/6 1/7 1/5 1/2 1 2 0.049 
R0 None  1/8 1/7 1/6 1/3 1/2 1 0.033 
Figure 6-7: Method B: Judgement matrix 
The calculations are summarised in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-V 
with the resulting effectiveness function in Figure 6-8. 
i Ri Pi VP kPi Pi* 
0 None (Pre-PI) 35 0.033 0 0 
1 Very limited 50 0.039 0.125 0.231 
2 Limited 70 0.066 0.210 0.538 
3 Moderate 85 0.121 0.384 0.769 
4 Good 95 0.195 0.622 0.923 
5 Excellent 100 0.271 0.860 1.000 
th Theoretical Max. 100 0.275 1 1 
Table 6-V: Method B: Effectiveness function data table 
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Figure 6-8: Method B: Example effectiveness function  
6.2.3 Method C: Benefit and effort-based level assessment 
Method C is based on evaluating the relative benefit obtained from and intensity of 
effort required to implement a set of individual process improvement actions Ai to 
achieve a defined benefit or performance gain. The effort Ei and benefit Bi are 
estimated for each action Ai using AHP. 
AHP has a recommended limitation of no more than seven items to be pairwise 
compared at any level in a hierarchy. For this reason it may be necessary to group 
individual actions into action categories of no more than seven items each. In other 
cases it may be natural to group factors for functional reasons.  
Effort and benefit hierarchies consisting of one level of actions are shown in Figure 
6-9. A multi-level hierarchy of actions may be used for improvement projects with 
large sets of actions to be included in the analysis.  
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Figure 6-9: Method C: Action hierarchies for effort and benefit 
Two VP sets are obtained, one derived from the pairwise comparison of improvement 
actions for intensity of effort wEi Figure 6-10 and the second for level of benefit wBi 
Figure 6-11.  
The action A0 in these tables and Figure 6-9 in is a null action representing the current 
status. The judgments θi,n pairwise compare the intensity of effort Figure 6-10 or level 
of benefit Figure 6-11 with the null action or current status. These judgements in effect 
are equivalent to simple scores using a SAW MCDA method described in Chapter 6.1. 
It would be possible to use these scores to directly determine the weightings wEi and 
wBi directly without the use of AHP. However by performing the pairwise judgements 
between actions for intensity of effort and level of benefit an additional consistency 
check of the judgements is obtained from the AHP consistency ratio measure. The 
direct judgements θi,n provide the SAW ratings for each action and the AHP pairwise 
comparisons and consistency ratio provide a form of confirmation the ratings are 
consistent.  
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Intensity  
of Effort 
Aj  
VPE 
An An-1 An-2 … A2 A1 A0 
Ai 
An 1 θn,n-1 θn,n-2 … θn,2 θn,1 θn,0 wEn 
An-1 1/ θn,n-1 1 θn-1,n-2 … θn-1,2 θn-1,1 θn-1,0 wEn-1 
An-2 1/ θn,n-2 1/ θn-1,n-2 1 … θn-2,2 θn-2,1 θn-2,0 wEn-2 
… …
 
…
 
…
 1 … … … … 
A2 1/ θn,2 1/ θn-1,2 1/ θn-2,2 … 1 θ2,1 θ2,0 wE2 
A1 1/ θn,1 1/ θn-1,1 1/ θn-2,1 … 1/ θ2,1 1 θ1,0 wE1 
A0 1/ θn,0 1/ θn-1,0 1/ θn-2,0 … 1/ θ2,0 1/ θ1,0 1 wE0 
Figure 6-10: Method C: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix: intensity of effort 
Level of  
Benefit 
Aj  
VPB 
An An-1 An-2 … A2 A1 A0 
Ai 
An 1 θn,n-1 θn,n-2 … θn,2 θn,1 θn,0 wBn 
An-1 1/ θn,n-1 1 θn-1,n-2 … θn-1,2 θn-1,1 θn-1,0 wBn-1 
An-2 1/ θn,n-2 1/ θn-1,n-2 1 … θn-2,2 θn-2,1 θn-2,0 wBn-2 
… …
 
…
 
…
 1 … … … … 
A2 1/ θn,2 1/ θn-1,2 1/ θn-2,2 … 1 θ2,1 θ2,0 wB2 
A1 1/ θn,1 1/ θn-1,1 1/ θn-2,1 … 1/ θ2,1 1 θ1,0 wB1 
A0 1/ θn,0 1/ θn-1,0 1/ θn-2,0 … 1/ θ2,0 1/ θ1,0 1 wB0 
Figure 6-11: Method C: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix: level of benefit 
Actions Ai in Table 6-VI are sorted from lowest to highest wEi values prior to 
determination of the effectiveness function. In the case of equal wE values a sort of 
these actions is made from highest to lowest wB values. 
The performance effectiveness factor kPi is obtained over the range 0 to 1 from 
Equation (23). The term (Emax–1)/8 is a scaling factor while the term [(wEi – min[wEi])/( 
max[wEi] - min[wEi])] determines the curve shape. 
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Relative performance Pi* over the range 0 to 1 is calculated from Equation (24) using 
the defined parameters P0, Pn and Pth. P0 is the current level of performance, Pn is the 
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level of performance believed achievable from experience or analysis if all the actions 
are successfully implemented, and Pth is the theoretical maximum level of performance 
achievable. The main assumption of this method is the benefits provided by each action 
in the form of performance gain contribution are independent. The term ∑
=
n
j Bjw1
represents the benefit total if all actions are successfully implemented. The term 
∑
=
i
j Bjw1
 represents the benefit obtained from the subset of actions successfully 
implemented starting with the action with the lowest effort A1 up to the action Ai in 
order of increasing effort. Performance Pi is scaled according to Equation (25).  
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( ) niPPPPP nii ....,,2,1,0;0*0 =−×+=  (25) 
All parameters and calculated values required for the effectiveness function P* = f(kP)  
are listed in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-VI.  
i Ai VPE VPB kPi Pi* Pi 
0 A0 wE0 wB0 0 0 P0 
1 A1 wE1 wB1 kP1 P1* P1 
2 A2 wE2 wB2 kP2 P2* P2 
3 A3 wE3 wB3 kP3 P3* P3 
… … …
 
…
 
… …
 
… 
n-2 An-2 wEn-2 wBn-2 kPn-2 Pn-2* Pn-2 
n-1 An-1 wEn-1 wBn-1 kPn-1 Pn-1* Pn-1 
n An wEn wBn kPn Pn* Pn 
th … … … 1 1 Pth 
Table 6-VI: Method C: Effectiveness function data table 
The method is illustrated using an example to further illustrate the general principles. 
Pairwise judgements are made for the relative effort between actions in Figure 6-12. 
The actions are sorted from lowest to highest wE. The consistency ratio (CR) for the 
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judgements CR = 0.04 from Equation (8) which meets the Saaty criterion of CR ≤ 0.1 
for acceptable consistency of judgements. Emax is estimated equal to 8 on the 1-9 scale 
from Table 6-I. 
Intensity of effort A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0 VPE 
A6 1 4 6 7 8 8 8 0.453 
A5 1/4 1 4 5 5 6 8 0.250 
A4 1/6 1/4 1 1 2 4 4 0.100 
A3 1/7 1/5 1 1 1 2 2 0.066 
A2 1/8 1/5 1/2 1 1 2 2 0.059 
A1 1/8 1/6 1/4 1/2 1/2 1 2 0.041 
A0 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 1 0.032 
Figure 6-12: Method C: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix: intensity of effort 
Pairwise judgements are made for the relative level of benefit between actions in 
Figure 6-13. The consistency ratio (CR) for the judgements CR = 0.10 from Equation 
(8) which meets the Saaty criterion of CR ≤ 0.1 for acceptable consistency of 
judgements. 
Level of benefit A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0 VPB 
A6 1 1/2 2 2 1/3 2 4 0.156 
A5 2 1 2 4 2 3 7 0.292 
A4 1/2 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/3 3 0.096 
A3 1/2 1/4 2 1 1/3 1/2 2 0.085 
A2 3 1/2 1 3 1 1 1 0.169 
A1 1/2 1/3 3 2 1 1 4 0.149 
A0 1/4 1/7 1/3 1/2 1 1/4 1 0.053 
Figure 6-13: Method C: Pairwise comparison judgement matrix: level of benefit 
The calculations are summarised in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-VII 
with the resulting effectiveness function in Figure 6-14. 
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i Ai VPE VPB kPi Pi* Pi 
0 A0 0.032 0.053 0 0 35 
1 A1 0.041 0.149 0.019 0.157 45 
2 A2 0.059 0.169 0.057 0.335 57 
3 A3 0.066 0.085 0.071 0.425 63 
4 A4 0.100 0.096 0.141 0.527 69 
5 A5 0.250 0.292 0.453 0.835 89 
6 A6 0.453 0.156 0.875 1.000 100 
th … … … 1 1 100 
Table 6-VII: Method C: Effectiveness function data table 
 
 
Figure 6-14: Method C: Example effectiveness function  
6.2.4 Method D: Benefit and effort (B&E) regression fitting 
Method D is based on the benefit and effort (B&E) analysis technique utilised for 
ranking of projects or actions. The primary assumption of B&E analysis is each action 
or project can provide a performance gain in its own right and therefore is independent 
of the other actions or projects. The projects or actions are stand-alone and may be 
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selected or rejected at will by decision makers without any detrimental effects to the 
implementation and individual results to be obtained.   
For each action or project Ai a level of benefit Bi is estimated on a numerical scale 
defined between a minimum value Bmin and maximum value Bmax and  intensity of 
effort Ei is estimated between a minimum value Emin and maximum value Emax.  
Typical maximum values on these scales are 3.0 or 5.0 with 0.5 graduations in scoring. 
For more complex issues and evaluation of benefit and effort such as those described 
by Chakravorty (2012) a hierarchy and weighted average hierarchy of multiple factors 
may be more appropriate. The categorical variable intensity of effort Ei is transferred to 
the continuous performance effectiveness kP scale in Figure 6-16 using AHP analysis 
of judgements in Figure 6-15 and Equation (26). The example conversion from Ei to kPi 
values is shown in Figure 6-16. 
Intensity 
of Effort 
Ej 
VP 
5 4 3 2 1 0 
Ei 
5 1 2 3 5 6 8 0.385 
4 1/2 1 2 4 7 7 0.273 
3 1/3 1/2 1 3 5 6 0.181 
2 1/5 1/4 1/3 1 2 3 0.079 
1 1/6 1/7 1/5 1/2 1 2 0.049 
0 1/8 1/7 1/6 1/3 1/2 1 0.033 
Figure 6-15: Method D: Judgement matrix: effort measures Ei 
5,4,3,2,1,0;
05
0
=
−
−
= i
ww
wwk
EE
EEi
Pi  (26) 
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Score 
Ei 
Description kP 
5 Maximum effort 1.000 
4 High effort 0.480 
3 Medium effort 0.421 
2 Low effort 0.131 
1 Very low effort 0.045 
0 Negligible effort 0.000 
 
 
Figure 6-16: Method D: Example conversion results Ei to kPi values 
 
Figure 6-17: Method D: B&E judgement grid 
An example B&E analysis result is shown in Figure 6-17 for a total of nine actions in a 
process improvement initiative. The raw effort and benefit data from the B&E analysis 
are sorted first on effort from smallest to largest values and then on performance or 
benefit from largest to smallest. This ensures projects or actions of equal effort rating 
the projects with the highest individual performance gain are selected first. 
Performance effectiveness kPi is calculated by converting the Ei judgements from 
Figure 6-17 using the conversion table in Figure 6-16.  
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Performance Pi is calculated from (27) assuming P0, Pn and Pth are defined where P0 is 
the current level of performance, Pn is the level of performance believed achievable 
from experience or analysis if all the actions are successfully implemented, and Pth is 
the theoretical maximum level of performance achievable.  
( ) 1,2....,,2,1
1
1
00 −−=−+=
∑
∑
=
=
nni
B
B
PPPP
n
j j
i
j j
ni  (27) 
Finally relative performance Pi* is calculated from (28). .   
nni
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=
 (28) 
All parameters and calculated values required for the effectiveness function P* = f(kP)  
are listed in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-VIII.  
i Ai Ei Bi kPi Pi Pi* 
0 … … …
 
0 P0 0 
1 A1 E1 B1 kP1 P1 P1* 
2 A2 E2 B2 kP2 P2 P2* 
3 A3 E3 B3 kP3 P3 P3* 
… … …
 
… … …
 
… 
n-2 An-2 E n-2 B n-2 kPn-2 Pn-2 Pn-2* 
n-1 An-1 E n-1 B n-1 kPn-1 Pn-1 Pn-1* 
n An E n B n kPn Pn Pn* 
th … … … 1 Pth 1 
Table 6-VIII: Method D: Effectiveness function data table 
The calculations are summarised in the effectiveness function data table Table 6-IX 
with the resulting effectiveness function in Figure 6-18. The effectiveness function is 
required to be a monotonic increasing function. The B&E effort allows multiple actions 
to have the same effort value E and therefore equivalent kP values.  
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i Ai Ei Bi kPi Pi Pi* 
kPi  
(regression) 
0 … … … 0 35 0 0.000 
1 A1 0.5 4.0 0.023 45 0.15 0.035 
2 A2 0.5 2.0 0.023 49 0.22 0.044 
3 A3 1.0 1.5 0.045 53 0.28 0.050 
4 A4 1.5 4.5 0.088 64 0.44 0.082 
5 A5 1.5 3.0 0.088 71 0.56 0.132 
6 A6 2.5 2.0 0.276 76 0.63 0.186 
7 A7 3.0 4.0 0.421 86 0.78 0.361 
8 A8 3.0 4.0 0.421 95 0.93 0.652 
9 A9 4.5 2.0 0.840 100 1.00 0.850 
th … … …
 
1 100 1 0.850 
Table 6-IX: Method D: Effectiveness function data table 
Where possible a smooth curve fit should be used in these cases where the proposed 
curve fit function meets the monotonic increasing requirement. A third order 
polynomial curve fit is shown as an example in Figure 6-18 which provides a close fit 
in this case. 
 
Figure 6-18: Method D: Example effectiveness function  
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6.3 Summary  
All methods have at their core an evaluation of the intensity of effort required to obtain 
an increased level of benefit. Each method has advantages and disadvantages. The 
characteristics of each method are summarised in Table 6-X as guidance for users to 
apply as appropriate.  
Method Complexity 
Project 
Design 
Phase 
Basis AHP Structure 
Judgements 
Intensity 
of Effort 
Level of 
Benefit 
Pairwise 
Comparison 
A Low Preliminary AHP Standard Relative --- Quantitative performance 
B Low Preliminary AHP Standard Relative --- Qualitative performance 
C High Detailed AHP Bespoke Relative Relative Actions 
D Medium Detailed B&E --- Discrete Discrete --- 
Table 6-X: Summary of effectiveness function estimation methods 
Method A is suitable in the early or preliminary stages of planning for a process 
improvement project as a result can be obtained quickly and with minimum effort.  
Quantitative performance levels are defined between the current performance level P0 
and a theoretical maximum performance level Pth for the improvement project. 
Pairwise comparisons are made been performance levels and analysed using the AHP 
technique. A standard size of AHP structure n = 5 is recommended as a compromise 
between accuracy and estimation effort.  
Method B is similar to method A except qualitative performance ratings are pairwise 
compared instead of quantitative performance levels in method A. The advantage for a 
particular decision maker is the AHP analysis defines their relative weighting for each 
qualitative performance rating and this is likely to be fixed. After the analysis is 
completed once it will continue to remain representative of the decision maker’s belief 
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in the relative effort required to move between the performance raring levels. As such 
the AHP analysis does not require repetition for each individual improvement project. 
In this situation the only analysis required for each new improvement project  is the 
connection of a quantitative performance level to each qualitative performance rating.  
Method C is more complex in that whereas in methods A and B performance levels are 
pairwise compared for the effort to move from a lower to a higher performance level in 
method C it is first the effort and second the benefit to move between improvement 
actions that is pairwise compared. A bespoke or customised hierarchal structure of 
actions will likely be required which entails a higher level of analysis complexity. A 
recommendation for AHP is that no more than seven items are defined in any 
hierarchal level and therefore if more than seven actions are to be analysed a multi-
level hierarchy will be required. A potential advantage of this method is it forces the 
decision maker to consider both the relative effort and benefit required for each 
intended action. AHP determines the consistency of these judgements and provides a 
warning of inconsistent thought.  
Method D is based on the Benefit and Effort (B&E) technique for prioritising actions 
or projects. This technique is somewhat less complex to set up than Method C and is 
therefore designated as medium complexity.  
A further validation of the effectiveness function applicability for a particular process 
improvement project is provided by comparing the results from a preliminary method 
A or B before the actions have been defined with the results obtained from a detailed 
design method C or D where the actions to be taken have been defined. Any 
differences in the effective function may be revisited and a compromise effectiveness 
function agreed upon.  
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7 Effort Effectiveness as a Function of SC 
7.1 Modelling the Characteristics of Available Effort  
7.1.1 The stochastic nature of available effort 
The effectiveness function provides an estimate of the level of performance obtainable 
from a given level of process improvement effort intensity applied by an organisation 
to a process improvement implementation. The effort available is positively correlated 
to the capability of an organisation to apply that effort. An organisation with higher 
levels of capability has a tendency to be able to apply sustained effort of a consistent 
and structured nature. Sustained effort is in general more effective than sporadic and 
ad-hoc improvement execution. 
Available effort is not certain and is stochastic in nature. The same improvement 
project instigated at different points in the same organisation may for example have 
different personnel involved, different levels of management support and engagement, 
and different levels of prioritisation when compared to other activities the organisation 
is currently engaged in. There are many other potential factors that affect the effective 
effort available to be applied at any instant in time.  
7.1.2 The non-linear relationship between effort and performance 
To estimate the stochastic variation in performance achievable from an improvement 
project process it is necessary to estimate the probability density function of effort 
intensity or performance effectiveness kP. Two methods are described in the following 
section to estimate the effort effectiveness function. The first method (M1) is based on 
an analysis of historical results achieved from improvement projects. These projects 
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may be generated from a) a department in an organisation, b) a single organisation as a 
whole, c) organisational units located in a single country of a larger global company, d) 
a group of similar organisations belonging to a trade group, e) organisations of a 
similar size and manufacturing base, and so on. The data set chosen may depend on the 
intended audience for a process improvement risk assessment. A risk assessment of 
improvement projects in a manufacturing trade group for example may prefer to use an 
effort effectiveness function derived from improvement projects conducted by member 
companies within that trade group.  
The second method (M2) is based on published data from the literature on 
manufacturing process and performance improvement. This method is intended to 
provide an initial estimate of the effort effectiveness function for use by organisation 
desiring to perform process improvement risk assessments and not yet having access to 
the historical data required for Method A. It is envisaged as sufficient historical data 
becomes available an organisation will move from Method M2 to M1 to obtain 
assessment results achieving a greater level of prediction accuracy. 
7.1.3 Improvement capability  
Improvement projects are often proposed based on the results from a productivity 
analysis conducted either internally or with the assistance of external consultants. 
Projects may also be initiated to respond to quality issues arising from material quality, 
main production processes or supporting process inadequacies or suggestions for 
improvement.  Responsibility for the implementation of a project will typically fall to a 
unit of an organisation. Personnel, machines, IT systems and so on from cross-
functional departments and other organisational units may be required to cooperate to 
ensure a successful result in achieving desired performance gain. Sustained 
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improvement is acknowledged as being difficult due to the need for sustained focus 
and cooperation required from many levels of management and operations to 
consistently manage and monitor results.  There are many factors specified in the 
literature having either a positive or negative influence on process improvement 
success.  
A hierarchal structure of capability factors having an influence on success likelihood is 
proposed. Applicable factors to an improvement project situation are individually 
rated.  The weighted sum of these rated capability factors is designated as the 
capability score SC.  
7.2 Methods to Derive the kP = g(SC) Function 
7.2.1 Initial estimate from published data 
7.2.1.1 Description of published data 
Done et al. (2011) performed a study of factors influencing success and failure of 
process improvement initiatives using a sample of a project from eight organisations 
designated A to H. The results of their study are summarised in Table 5-I. The 
performance achieved post-improvement is estimated on a 1-5 integer scale. Achieved 
performance was followed up and estimated by the review team at time points t1, t2, 
and t3 where t1 corresponded to immediately after improvement implementation 
completed, t2 six months after completion, and t3 one year after completion.  
A set of eleven capability factors were evaluated before improvement implementation. 
These capability factors are categorised into three categories. Capability ratings ere 
made on a three-level scale. A ‘-‘ indicates weak capability, a ‘+’ strong capability, 
otherwise the capability is evaluated as moderate.  
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7.2.1.2 Conversion of performance data to intensity of effort 
Done et al data may be used to obtain an estimate of the initial performance prediction 
model described in Equation (10).  To estimate the kP = g(SC) function the performance 
levels from Table 5-I require conversion to the intensity of effort required to achieve 
them. This is a similar problem encountered when deriving the effectiveness function. 
Several methods have been described to determine kP from a knowledge of 
performance levels and an estimate of the intensity of effort to move between 
performance levels. Method A based on the AHP is used here. Judgements of effort 
based on the author’s experience and best judgement are entered into the judgement 
matrix Figure 7-1 when comparing the effort to move between performance levels 
using the degree of required effort scale in Table 6-I. An estimate of kPi is calculated 
for each performance level Pi.  
Intensity of  
effort 
P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 
VP kP 5 4 3 2 1 0 
P5 5 1 2 3 5 6 8 0.384 0.875 
P4 4 1/2 1 2 4 6 8 0.271 0.617 
P3 3 1/3 1/2 1 4 4 7 0.191 0.434 
P2 2 1/5 1/4 1/4 1 2 2 0.071 0.162 
P1 1 1/6 1/6 1/4 1/2 1 1 0.045 0.103 
P0 0 1/8 1/8 1/7 1/2 1 1 0.038 0.000 
Figure 7-1: Judgement matrix: Conversion P to kP 
7.2.1.3 Conversion of 3-point to 0-100 capability scale 
Capability factors making up the capability score SC from Figure 5-3 are rated on a 1-9 
Likert type scale when conducting a productivity audit of an organisation. Done et al 
utilised a 3-point scale to rate the capability factors in their study. The assumption is 
made that the ‘-‘  is equivalent to score in the range 1, 2, 3 and a ‘+’ in the range 7, 8, 
9. A moderate capability is assumed to obtain a score in the range 4, 5, 6. Using the 
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mid-point of these ranges the conversion is ‘-‘ to 2, ‘+’ to 8, otherwise the score is 5 for 
moderate rated capability.  Further conversion of these values to the 0-100 capability 
score scale obtains the scale conversion ‘-‘ to 100(2-1)/8 = 12.5, ‘+’ to 100(8-1)/8 = 
87.5, otherwise 100(5-1)/8 = 50.  
Capability ratings in Table 5-I from Done et al are converted using these scale 
conversion values in Table 7-I. For each organisation A-H the capability score is rolled 
up through the groups G1, G2, and G3 with the final SC estimate calculated as the mean 
of the group scores.  
PI Project G D B H E C A F 
Performance 
Rating 
t1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 
t2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
t3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 
PI Capability Capability Scores 
(0-100) Group Factor 
G1 
G1.1 12.5 12.5 12.5 50 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G1.2 12.5 12.5 12.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G1.3 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 50 50 50 87.5 
G1.4 50 50 50 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G2 
G2.1 12.5 12.5 50 50 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G2.2 12.5 12.5 12.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G2.3 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G2.4 12.5 12.5 50 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G2.5 12.5 87.5 12.5 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G3 
G3.1 50 50 50 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G3.2 12.5 12.5 12.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
Group Weight   
G1 1/3 21.9 21.9 21.9 50.0 68.8 78.1 78.1 87.5 
G2 1/3 12.5 27.5 27.5 50.0 80 87.5 87.5 87.5 
G3 1/3 31.3 31.3 31.3 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
SC 21.9 26.9 26.9 62.5 78.8 84.4 84.4 87.5 
Table 7-I: Estimation of capability score SC  
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7.2.1.4 Initial estimate 
The kP and SC values for initial estimation of kP = g(SC)  are summarised in Table 7-II.  
 
Project 
G D B H E C A F 
kP 
t0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t1 0.103 0.162 0.103 0.162 0.162 0.162 0.434 0.434 
t2 0.103 0.103 0.162 0.162 0.434 0.434 0.617 0.617 
t3 0.103 0.103 0.162 0.162 0.434 0.434 0.617 0.875 
SC 21.88 26.88 26.88 62.50 78.75 84.38 84.38 87.50 
Table 7-II: kP and SC estimates for n = 8 projects 
The general linear model used to predict kP from SC is shown in Equation (29) where Yi 
is the dependent outcome variable, X1 and X2 are predictor variables, bn is the 
coefficient of the nth predictor, and εi represents the model prediction error.  
( ) iiii XbXbbY ε+++= 22110  (29) 
A graphical review of the kP and SC data at time tj in Table 7-II suggested a linear 
function would be a suitable fit for all tj and a quadratic function may provide a better 
fit at time t2 and t3. This analysis resulted in the linear prediction model shown in 
Equation (30).  
( ) iCCP SbSbbk ε+++= 2210  (30) 
The (1-α)% prediction interval for kP is calculated in Equation (31) where se is the 
standard error of estimate, the Student’s-t distribution is applied with n-1 degrees of 
freedom due to one coefficient bi only being calculated from the data, and α is chosen 
depending on the prediction interval of interest. For a 90 percent prediction interval α 
is equal to 10 percent. The Student’s-t distribution is relevant in the case of the number 
of historical data points n is less than thirty otherwise the normal distribution 
approximation may be applied. 
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( ) ( )enCCP stSbSbbk ×±++= −1,22210 α  (31) 
The results of a linear regression analysis (using SPSS) on the kP and SC data from 
Table 7-II for n = 8 is shown in Table 7-III with bi coefficients making a significant 
contribution (p < 0.05) included in the model. A quadratic fit provided a better adjusted 
R-square at time t2 and t3. The resulting 90 percent prediction intervals (α = 0.1) at time 
tj are presented graphically Figure 7-2.  
Time Regression Parameters Adjusted Std. Error 
tj b0 b1 b2 R-Square se 
t1 0 0.00355 0 0.83 0.103 
t2 0 0 7.34E-5 0.95 0.088 
t3 0 0 8.26E-5 0.91 0.137 
Table 7-III: Results of regression analysis conducted on published data 
 
Figure 7-2: kP = f(SC, tj) estimate from published data; 90% prediction interval 
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7.2.2 Regression on results from completed improvement projects 
The initial estimate of kP = g(SC) may be updated and eventually replaced by regression 
on new data points from completed improvement projects. The process of obtaining a 
new data point is described in Figure 7-3. A relative performance result P*res is 
translated through the original effectiveness function estimated for the improvement 
project to obtain the performance effectiveness value kPres. The original estimate of SC 
before commencement of the improvement project is known. The new data point result 
[SC, kPres] is available to update the current kP = g(SC) regression in use for time point tj.    
 
Figure 7-3: Obtaining a new data point from a completed improvement project 
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8 Integration P* = f(g(SC)) = h(SC) 
8.1 Solving the Prediction Equation 
The characteristics of the two model components i) effort effectiveness function and ii) 
effectiveness function have been individually described in previous sections. 
Integrating these two components provides the ability to predict future performance 
based on a current or pre-improvement estimate of improvement capability.  
The integration is explained graphically in Figure 8-1 combining the effort 
effectiveness function estimate from Equation (32) and (33) and the example 
effectiveness function in Figure 6-5. The capability score SC provides an estimate of 
the performance effectiveness kP probability density function. This kP estimate is 
translated to the effectiveness function thus facilitating the estimation of the probability 
distribution function of relative performance P* or performance P. The performance 
prediction function P* = f(SC) is therefore derived.  
( )PkfP =*  (32) 
( )CP Sgk =  (33) 
The mapping of Equations (32) and (33) provides the prediction equation, Equation 
(34). 
( )( )CSgfP =*  (34) 
A graphical solution of the prediction equation is shown in Figure 8-1. A single or spot 
estimate of capability score SC determines the means level and stochastic variation in 
the measure of effort kP. The values of kP are translated across to the effectiveness 
function which maps the non-linear relationship between effort and performance 
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results for a particular organisation and process improvement project. The kP values are 
mapped to the relative performance scale P*.   
 
Figure 8-1: Integrating the risk model components 
The probability density function and associated cumulative distribution function can be 
determined graphically or alternatively using Monte Carlo simulation methods. 
The predicted relative performance probability density function (pdf) Figure 8-2 and 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) Figure 8-3 were obtained using Monte Carlo 
simulation of the prediction equation from Figure 8-1.   
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Figure 8-2: Predicted relative performance pdf 
 
Figure 8-3: Predicted relative performance cdf and probability of success function 
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8.2 Verifying the Prediction Equation 
8.2.1 Goodness of Fit Testing 
Model predictive validity is considered whereby the capability score measure predicts 
future performance. A method to achieve this verification is by use of a statistical 
goodness of fit method such as the Chi-square goodness of fit technique (Kreysig, 
1970). For this test the kP axis is divided into K intervals. The probabilities 
corresponding to these intervals are calculated under the null hypothesis H0 the 
function F(kP) is the distribution function of the population of process improvement 
projects. A sample of process improvement kP results are derived from actual P* results 
obtained of the completed improvement projects, the initial estimated effectiveness 
function for each project, and the inverse of the effectiveness function Equation (35).  
( )*Pfk P =  (35) 
The expected probabilities are compared with the probabilities with the relative class 
frequencies of the PI project sample. If the discrepancy is too large the hypothesis H0 is 
rejected. The power of this test is low for small samples which means only large 
deviations from the expected probabilities will be reliability predicted.  
The test statistic χ2 is shown in Equation (36) where Oi is the observed frequency and 
Ei the expected frequency for each of the K classes.  
( )
∑
=
−
=
K
i i
ii
E
EO
1
2
2χ  (36) 
The equation for kP = f(SC) is defined in Equation (31) with the equation parameters 
derived from regression analysis detailed in Table 7-III. For K = 4 and time = t1  and a 
= (0.0035)Sc – (0.711)(0.103),  the quartile boundaries for the expected distribution of 
kP are [-∞,a], [a,0], [0,a], [a,∞]. The desired parameters for the test are α = 0.05 and β 
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= 0.20. The critical value for the test statistic χ2 with K-1 = 3 d.f. and α = 0.05 is c = 
7.81.  
A Monte Carlo analysis of the test statistic χ2 has been conducted for various values of 
sample size n. The offset required in multiples of t-units and corresponding kP for time 
tj are presented in Table 8-I. A sample size of n = 8 improvement projects would be 
adequate to reliably detect large deviations from the expected distribution for kP = f(SC) 
as a preliminary test of model adequacy.  
n 
Offset Quartile  
Relative Frequency Student’s-t 
units 
kP 
t1 t2 t3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
8 1.50 0.15 0.13 0.21 0.03 0.06 0.14 0.77 
12 1.15 0.12 0.10 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.66 
24 0.79 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.50 
48 0.53 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.18 0.26 0.43 
96 0.40 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.15 0.20 0.27 0.38 
Base Model: 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Test parameters: c 7.81 α 0.05 β 0.20 
Table 8-I: Monte Carlo analysis results 
8.2.2 Case study sample size n = 2 
The goodness of fit test results in Table 8-I indicate a preliminary test for goodness of 
fit may be obtained with a sample as small as n = 8 improvement projects. The 
organisations need to be willing to support the research and the timing and scope of 
improvement projects needs to adequate to fully test the risk assessment model. A 
significant factor is the time duration required by organisations to plan and implement 
results and in particular when permission to start the improvement project is obtained 
higher up on the organisation. The research boundary from t0 to t1 came into effect due 
to time limitations of verifying the results of improvement projects at t2 and t3 time 
points. 
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A decision was made to work with two organisations, both supportive of the research 
and both having improvement problems and where the companies were positive to 
investigation by a university researcher. These studies were performed in detail and the 
performance prediction model Equation (34) was tested on the data collected from the 
improvement projects, refer Chapter 9.  
Future study outside the scope of this thesis and with a greater level of resources could 
further verify the model with a larger sample of organisations and improvement 
projects. 
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9 Process Improvement Risk Management 
9.1 Process Overview: The New PI Risk Assessment Method 
An overview of the PI risk assessment process is presented in Figure 9-1.  
 
Figure 9-1: Process improvement risk assessment overview  
The productivity audit process involves determining the capability score SC of an 
organisation. The SC estimate is based on interview of staff and shop floor personnel in 
addition to general observation of operations. Analysis of the capability score 
breakdown provides information on the capability areas that are above and below 
average. Pareto analysis of the capability categories provides information on capability 
areas requiring focus from the organisation to reduce their capability variability and lift 
their overall score. A more detailed breakdown of individual capability factors in the 
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weakest categories provides new knowledge to an organisation on how to improve 
their capability and subsequently their probability of improvement success. 
Performance measures of interest and importance to the organisation are determined 
and the current level of performance P0 estimated. A set of actions is proposed to 
improve performance for the performance measures of interest. This set of actions is 
documented in an action plan. From an analysis of the actions a theoretical maximum 
performance Pth is estimated which my be global maximum performance if it a 
physical maximum limit such as 100 percent efficiency or a local maximum if it is a 
target that can be achieved if all the actions in the action plan are successfully 
implemented. Two examples of the productivity audit are provided for the verification 
cases in Chapter 9.  
The effectiveness function for a particular process improvement project in an 
organisation is estimated using one or several of the methods in conjunction from 
Chapter 6.2. This function considers the non-linear relationship between the intensity 
of effort applied to an action or project and the resulting performance gain. These 
methods require knowledge of P0 and Pth from the productivity audit as a minimum. 
Methods C and D additionally require the list of actions from the action plan to 
complete their effectiveness function estimation.  
An estimate of the kP = g(SC) function is required for the future time periods tj (j = 1, 2, 
3) for which future performance range is to be predicted. The stochastic variation or 
uncertainty in applicable effort is estimated based on the spot or single-value estimate 
of capability SC. The process to initially estimate the kP = g(SC) function is given in 
Chapter 7 together with the process to update this initial estimate using data from 
historical PI project results actual from the organisation data from other similar 
organisations.  
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The probability density function of relative performance P* is obtained from the 
performance prediction function P* = f(g(SC)) described in Chapter 8 being the 
integration of the P* = f(kP) and kP = g(SC) functions for various values of future time  
tj. The probability of success in meeting or exceeding a defined performance target 
Ptarg may be estimated from the performance pdf.  
9.2 Project Prioritisation with an Equivalent Performance Measure 
The classes of risk for improvement problems discussed in this section is an extension 
of risk analysis types introduced in Chapter 2.3.2. The original scena of known or 
estimated discrete probability distributions is extended here to the case when complete 
probability distributions of performance are estimated or known.  
9.2.1 Dominance criterion or elimination check 
The first activity in an improvement 
project prioritisation decision is to 
eliminate from consideration any 
alternative projects that clearly will not be 
chosen regardless of the desired relative 
performance target P*targ. In the example 
Figure 9-2 project (3) will always have a 
lower probability of success than the other 
alternatives for any P*targ. 
 
Figure 9-2: POS functions for alternative 
improvement projects: dominance criterion 
Projects (1) and (2) are said to dominate project (3) and therefore project (3) is 
eliminated from further consideration.   
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9.2.2 Aspiration-level criterion 
The aspiration-level criterion involves 
selecting a level of aspiration or 
performance target Ptarg and then choosing 
the improvement project from the 
alternatives with the highest level of 
probability of successfully achieving this 
target level. Probability of success 
functions are assumed derived for each 
alternative improvement project.  
 
Figure 9-3: POS functions for alternative 
improvement projects: aspiration-level 
criterion 
Project (2) is chosen in Figure 9-3 as this project has the highest probability of success 
of achieving the performance target P*targ of the three alternative projects.  
9.2.3 Expected value criterion 
The expected value criterion assumes the decision maker wishes to maximise the 
expected value of the relative performance measure P*. The alternative improvement 
project Ai is chosen which maximises the expected value E[Pi] as calculated in 
Equation (37).  
[ ] ( ) *1
0
***
iiii PdPPPE ∫ ⋅×= φ  (37) 
where: 
Pi* = relative achieved performance on a 0-1 scale, project i 
ϕ(Pi*)  = probability density function of achieved relative performance, project i 
E[Pi*]  = expected relative performance, project i 
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This criterion may be useful to a decision maker if the effects or consequences from 
variation in performance results about the mean are not critical. 
9.2.4 Certainty equivalence criterion 
The certainty equivalence criterion 
compares the relative performance Pi* 
anticipated from each alternative 
improvement project Ai for a defined target 
probability of success postarg. The project 
with the greatest Pi* is chosen. 
Project (2) in Figure 9-4 is chosen as this 
project provides greater levels of 
performance gain than alternative projects 
(1) and (3). 
 
Figure 9-4: POS curves for alternative 
improvement projects: certainty equivalence 
criterion 
9.3 Project Prioritisation with Diverse Performance Measures 
The previous section considered the case of prioritising or selecting an improvement 
project from a number of alternative improvement projects designed to improve the 
same performance measure. These projects may use alternative process designs or 
equipment to achieve a performance gain in a specific area.  
Another scenario is when multiple projects are to be prioritised and the performance 
measures each project are evaluated on all equivalent. In this case a common measure 
of value V may be used to compare the alternative projects where V is a function of one 
or more different performance measures to be improved in each project or Vi = f(Pij) 
where i is the project designation and j is the performance measure designation. In 
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Chapter 9.2 an equivalent performance measure was used to compare multiple projects 
or j = 1.  
9.3.1 Deriving a project’s value (V) cumulative distribution function 
Assume as an example an organisation has estimated the additional value attached to 
increases in the relative performance P* of a particular performance variable. The 
analysis is conducted on five bands of performance, Figure 9-5.  
 
Relative 
Performance 
P* 
Value 
V 
0 0 
0.2 0.3 
0.4 1 
0.6 3 
0.8 6 
1 10 
 
 
 
Figure 9-5: V = f(P*) function 
The probability density function Figure 8-2 estimated for an improvement project of 
interest is assumed relevant to the problem. The probability of success function for the 
variable value V is shown in Figure 9-6. The project prioritisation risk assessments are 
conducted based on value Vi as opposed to Pi* in Chapter 9.2.  
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Figure 9-6: Cumulative distribution function of value V (SC = 60) 
9.3.2 Dominance criterion or elimination check 
Each project calculates a probability of success function for the value V variable. The 
elimination check is then conducted in a similar manner to Chapter 9.2.1.  
9.3.3 Aspiration-level criterion 
A value target Vtarg is defined as the aspiration level. The improvement project is 
selected from the alternatives with the highest level of probability of successfully 
achieving this target level. 
9.3.4 Expected value criterion 
The alternative improvement project Ai is chosen which maximises the expected value 
E[Vi].  
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9.3.5 Certainty equivalence criterion 
The project is chosen with the greatest Vi is at the probability of success target level 
postarg.  
9.4 Decision Statistics Supporting Decision for Single Improvement Projects 
9.4.1 Recommended performance target settings 
The probability of failure of process improvement projects is high with the literature 
indicating probability of failure results exceeding fifty percent. This would indicate the 
performance targets are being set too high when compared to the capability of the 
organisation’s process improvement project to achieve them. If the performance 
improvement risk assessment process is to add value to an organisation it must 
facilitate the probability of success for an improvement project exceeding fifty percent 
by a reasonable margin.  
Subsequently the risk assessment should provide information to and guide decision 
makers to set performance targets that an organisation achieves more than fifty percent 
of the time. The predicted probability of success in meeting or exceeding the chosen 
performance target should exceed fifty percent. The recommended probability and 
performance target ranges for a particular process improvement project are illustrated 
in Figure 9-7 with recommended probability of success in the range 0.5 to 1.0.  
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Figure 9-7: Recommended performance target setting range 
9.4.2 Setting performance targets meeting decision maker’s risk profile 
A manager may receive a request from senior management for a single number for the 
level of performance gain to be obtained from an improvement project. Without 
probabilistic performance prediction data similar to Figure 8-3 the response may be 
based on experience and ‘gut-feeling’ alone. The performance cdf data exemplified in 
Figure 8-3 provides an additional decision support dimension.  
Assume the manager has a conservative risk profile and decides it is acceptable to be 
below the stated performance value one time in three or odds for success of 2:1. This 
corresponds to a probability of success equal to 67 percent or a cumulative frequency 
of 33 percent. From the performance probability of success function for the 
improvement project in Figure 8-3 or Figure 9-7 the corresponding relative 
performance P* is equal to 0.48. This value is very close to the predicted mean 
performance P* equal to 0.49. The manager makes a decision to report the expected 
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relative performance 0.49 as the target performance level of the project with the full 
knowledge that there is a one third chance the result will be worse and two thirds 
chance the result will be better. This is a risk the manager is willing to accept. The 
decision is made based on knowledge of the odds.  
9.4.3 Negotiating a performance target for an improvement project 
An improvement project is proposed in an organisation to improve performance.  
The improvement project will obtain a go if a commitment can be made by the 
responsible manager that it will meet a specific performance target. Before accepting 
responsibility for the project the manager wants to know what is the likelihood that the 
project can succeed based on the organisation’s capability.  
The manager wants to be associated with ‘winning’ projects more than ‘losing’ 
projects and has a personal goal of only accepting improvement projects where the 
probability of success in meeting target performance goals immediately after project 
completion is better than 67 percent or has odds of 2-to-1 in favour of success. The 
company has a requirement for the project to meet a performance target P*targ = 0.7. 
A risk assessment is conducted of the improvement project. The capability score is 
estimated at SC = 60 and cdf of predicted performance is estimated as in Figure 8-3. 
The estimated probability of meeting or exceeding the specified target P*targ = 0.70 is 
estimated at 13 percent. This is less than the manager’s requirement for a minimum 67 
percent success rate. The manager argues a target equal to P*targ = 0.48 is more realistic 
with 67 percent probability of success. A comprise is negotiated for P*targ = 0.55 with 
an estimated 58 percent probability of success or odds of 1.4-to-1. The project proceeds 
on this basis. 
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9.4.4 Setting performance targets meeting an organisation’s risk profile 
The argument for setting performance targets for an individual manager can also apply 
for an organisation engaged in process improvement. An organisation is interested in 
using the probability of success estimates as a decision making support tool. Their 
belief is that continued engagement in improvement is dependent on obtaining 
consistent success in improvement efforts; however they acknowledge aiming for 
performance gain has a risk of failure. They neither want to aim too pessimistically 
(low) in their target setting but understand that aiming unrealistically optimistically 
(high) is counterproductive.   
The organisation therefore decides in balance to implement the operating policy 
performance targets will be set such that each improvement project will specify a 
performance target with a probability of success of 70 percent equivalent to odds of 
success approximately 2.3:1.  
9.4.5 Setting the performance target to meet a value target 
An organisation specify a process improvement project and expect it will achieve a 
target value Vtarg = 5.0. What is the target performance level P*targ required and what is 
the probability of successfully achieving this target or better? 
Value V associated with relative performance P* is estimated to be as in Figure 9-5. An 
analysis of the improvement project determines the probability density function of the 
relative performance variable as shown in Figure 8-2. An improvement capability 
analysis determines the capability score SC for the improvement project is 60. 
Combining this data produces the probability of success function for value V in Figure 
9-6 for time t1.  
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From Figure 9-5  the desired Vtarg = 5.0 is equivalent to Ptarg = 0.74. The probability of 
success from Figure 9-6 is estimated at seven percent.  
9.4.6 Prediction interval estimate 
A manager is interested to know a confidence interval of performance anticipated to be 
obtained from an improvement project given the organisations current capability. This 
manager understands there are uncertainties in performance due to random factors and 
other factors that can be managed to improve the odds of success. A two-sided 90 
percent prediction interval of predicted performance is requested.  
  
Figure 9-8: Relative performance pdf: 90 percent prediction interval (SC = 60) 
From the example in Figure 8-3 with SC = 60 the 5 percent performance value is P* = 
0.04 and the 95 percent performance value is P* = 0.77. The reported 90 percent 
performance prediction interval for the project is therefore [0.04, 0.77]90% as illustrated 
in Figure 9-8.  
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9.5 Process Improvement Risk Mitigation 
After assessment of risks a decision needs to be made if a PI project risk profile is 
acceptable or if it needs to be improved by the taking of actions to mitigate or reduce 
the risk. Handfield and McCormack (2007) presented risk mitigation in terms of risk 
profiles with and without risk management.  
In a similar fashion POS functions with 
and without risk management are shown 
in Figure 9-9. The probability of success 
in meeting a level of performance or 
performance target is increased with risk 
management when compared to no risk 
management process.  
Various actions are available to improve 
the POS function profile for a PI project 
based on use of risk management. 
 
Figure 9-9: Taking actions to improve the 
risk profile 
Firstly increasing SC by improving capability levels tends to increase the performance 
effectiveness kP an organisation can apply to a project. Secondly, the characteristics of 
the PI project may be modified to move the effectiveness function profile further in the 
‘low hanging fruit’ direction. By modifying the PI project scope or execution strategy 
the effort required or kP to achieve performance improvement is reduced. The action of 
improving capability tends to be a longer term proposition however shorter term 
actions by management such as increased senior management focus, and a more 
formalised project management style and processes for the project may be possible.   
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9.6 Performance Risk in Product Service System (PSS) Contracts 
Mo (2012a) conducted a preliminary investigation on the capability elements required 
for a product service system (PSS) and how can the aggregate of these elements be 
used to estimate performance against a service contract. The aspects of this question 
are presented in Figure 9-9. Contractual incentives and penalties apply using piecewise 
linear segments across the achieved performance range from zero performance to a 
maximum performance level.  
 
Figure 9-10: Performance band and risks in the PSS contract (Mo, 2012a) 
The probability distribution function of achieved performance is assumed to be normal 
or Gaussian in nature. This is the response from performance prediction models 
following the P = f(SC) relationship from Equation (10). Results from the more general 
performance prediction model P = f(g(SC)) Equation (14) indicate a non-symmetrical 
probability distribution such as that obtained in Figure 8-2 is more likely when the 
effort to overcome complexity of actions to provide product support is considered in 
the modelling.  
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By expanding the capability score SC hierarchy from Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 to 
include 3PE capability factor in the categories of (3) product, (5) people/product, and 
(6) process/product relevant to PSS the SC can be used to predict from Equation (14) 
future performance and value to the contractor and potentially in addition to the end 
customer receiving the service.  
9.7 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter has provided examples of project prioritisation between alternative 
improvement projects and performance target setting for individual improvement 
projects. The techniques for project prioritisation are classical in nature and are often 
presented assuming discrete state probabilities have been determined without providing 
any indication of how the probabilities are to be determined. These decision support 
techniques have been extended to include continuous probability knowledge available 
from the risk assessment method from this research.  
The extended methods have been described for the dominance, aspiration-level, 
expected value, and certainty equivalence criteria for comparing multiple alternative 
projects based on one equivalent performance measure, or multiple projects and 
multiple performance measures.  
Additionally a number of scenarios have been presented for target setting in individual 
projects based on statistical data made available to a decision maker from the risk 
assessment process. These example scenarios provide support for the usefulness of the 
risk assessment method to aid decision making in improvement projects taking 
appropriate account of the risks and variation in obtainable results.  
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10 Verification 
10.1 Verification Case A   
10.1.1 Introduction 
The manufacturing systems improvement study (Nicholds et al., 2014) was performed 
at a small forward thinking manufacturing organisation specializing in make-to-order 
products. The original study aim was to investigate how to improve the data collection 
from the shop floor by placing barcode scanners at strategic locations. Basic work flow 
requirements existed in the quality system at a level considered suitable for use by shop 
floor operators. The company required an action list of potential improvement items 
that could then be implemented internally by their own staff. 
Data capture job start/end clocking points for jobs at each work centre were very 
different in practice to the routines documented in the quality system. Regardless that 
data was collected manually on paper or more automated with barcode scanners, the 
data collected would not be of adequate quality, for example in accuracy and 
consistency, to be useful for performance measurement. There were a number of 
reasons for this; however one of the largest reasons was the amount of non-productive 
or waste time encountered. The methodology and workflow in Figure 10-1 was used 
for the study to prioritise or rank observed waste time types and create an action plan 
for removal of non-productive waste time.  
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Figure 10-1: Case study workflow 
The laser cutting, brake press, and welding/assembly work centres were selected by 
management for study. An initial review of the company quality system ascertained the 
work process requirements for each work centre including the requirements for 
operators to clock jobs on and off in the process. A continuous time study would be 
most appropriate as the jobs to be tracked were either of a relatively short duration or 
had a relatively fixed cycle and only a single machine and operator or a single operator 
needed to be tracked any one time. The work performed was captured using a video 
camera for one day at each work centre.  
The relative level of achieving a defined company goal by reducing waste is measured 
using a set of performance measures that are sufficiently accurate and consistent to be 
used reliably for trend analysis, statistical process control, and other analyses to 
determine the effects of implementation of waste reduction actions. These waste 
reductions are expected to contribute positively in some fashion to meeting the 
company goal. The waste time types used in the measurement of the greatest number of 
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performance measures at the greatest number of work centres tend to provide the 
greatest level of benefit in contributing to a company goal. There is a risk that the 
measurement and feedback of a particular waste time type may be inadequate thereby 
preventing the potential benefit from being realised. Waste time types with the greatest 
balance of estimated benefit to risk are ranked highest. An action plan itemising waste 
reduction possibilities is produced based on observed waste at the shop floor and other 
processes and prioritised based on the waste time type rankings.  
10.1.2 Performance target setting 
In this case management while aware of the need to improve their productivity were 
not specifically aware of the waste in their manufacturing processes. The belief was by 
putting in place a performance measurement system first the organisation would be 
able second to make necessary adjustments and improvements to the key performance 
indicators specified in Figure 4-10. Subsequent analysis as a part of the productivity 
audit indicated without first attacking the waste in the processes the variation in times 
logged from the shop floor would be excessively large and therefore reduce the 
accuracy and reliability of shop floor data used to calculate the KPIs. It is first 
necessary to attack and reduce the extent and variability of the waste. The target was to 
achieve 70 percent utilisation.  
10.1.3 Quality system requirements for shop floor data capture  
Requirements and methods for shop floor data capture can be expected to be specified 
and documented as part of the company quality system. An initial review of the 
company quality system ascertained the work process requirements for each work 
centre including the requirements for operators to clock jobs on and off in the process. 
A minimum requirement to ensure consistency and accuracy of job duration would be 
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the point in the process where a typical job for each type of work centre is to be 
clocked on and the point in the process where it is to be clocked off. Compliance to 
these requirements, or not as the case may be, may be confirmed by internal quality 
audit. The waste time ranking procedure provides guidance to decision makers on the 
additional data over and above the minimum data capture requirements discussed 
above that is evaluated as being practically achievable at a given point in time based a 
consideration of benefit, risk, and cost if relevant to the situation.  
The initial requirements were as follows:  
 The job is clocked on after the job specification is reviewed and checked by the 
operator and after any errors in the job specification are discussed with 
management and corrected.  
 The job is clocked off after the parts are stacked and Dispatch has been 
informed that the parts are ready to be moved to the next process.  
The utilisation target is 70 percent. From measurement it was 50 percent. The required 
outcomes from the improvement are listed in Table 10-I. 
10.1.4 Capability factor analysis 
The process improvement capability factors scores were estimated based on interviews 
with senior management, support function personnel, and shop-floor personnel. Time 
was spent in particular on the shop-floor observing daily production operations.  The 
capability score SC was estimated at 36.  
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No. Work Centre Observation Outcomes 
1 LC1 Machine idle due to raw material 
location not specified on job 
paperwork. 
Correct the job specification process such 
that job packages contain 100% 
correct/accurate specifications for raw 
materials need for each job.  
2 LC1 Machine idle due to operator 
waiting for forklift to move 
materials. 
Evaluate cost/benefit of an additional 
forklift to increase machine utilisation. 
3 LC1 Machine idle while operator 
transports parts. 
Change process so the operator receives 
support to move materials. 
4 LC1 Machine idle due to 
inconsistency and errors in job 
material specification. 
Correct process to remove introduction of 
all errors and inconsistencies in material 
specifications from engineering dept. 
Refer action for item ‘1’ above. 
5 LC1 Current running job aborted to 
prioritise ‘urgent’ job. Machine is 
idle when aborted job is later 
reintroduced to the machine. 
Review current policy of allowing running 
jobs to be aborted before completion to 
prioritise ‘urgent’ jobs 
6 LC1 Machine idle time during setup 
could be reduced. 
Suggest the set-up process be thoroughly 
reviewed to optimise the setup process 
into internal and external set-up activities. 
7 LC1 Machine idle while operator 
clarifies confusing machine 
software program (tech-table) 
specifications. 
Review current practice of using tach-
tables for LC2 for LC1. The LC2 tech-
tables are not optimised for LC1.  
8 LC1 Machine idle due to Purchase 
Order tags on raw material 
pallets are damaged by forklift 
and subsequently are unreadable. 
Modify the current method of tagging 
pallets to remove the possibility of tag 
damage during pallet movement by 
forklift.  
9 LC1 Machine idle while material 
quantity ‘0.00’ is investigated by 
operator 
Refer action for item ‘1’ above. 
10 LC1 Machine idle while operator 
performs gauge cross-check of 
raw material sheet 
Review and modify if possible the process 
of raw material cross-check activities by 
the LC2 operator for jobs on LC2 (and 
vice versa). Check if this quality check can 
be done by other personnel without loss of 
machine production time.  
11 LC1 Machine idle due to unacceptable 
quality of raw material sheets 
(bowed sheets, rust on sheets). 
Implement a process of incoming goods 
inspection. This check should not wait 
until the materials are put on the machine.  
… LC2 … … 
… BP1 … … 
… BP2 … … 
… BP2 … … 
Table 10-I: Proposed improvement to optimise the shop floor manufacturing system 
(Laser Centre LC1 only shown) 
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A breakdown of capability factor scores is presented in tabular form Table 10-II and 
histogram form Figure 10-2.  To increase the probability of success it is recommended 
focus be placed on the lowest categories from the Pareto analysis Figure 10-2c).  
 
Table 10-II: Case A: Capability factor category scores; tabular form 
 
Figure 10-2: Case A: Capability factor category scores; histogram form 
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Category 2G has the lowest score and therefore it could be argued has the largest 
potential for capability improvement. Individual capability factors in category 2G are 
shown in Figure 10-3. Performance goals and performance measurements for each cell 
or work centre were absent. While the organisation was working towards implementing 
a performance measurement system (PMS) it was not in place at the time of the audit 
and there was no guarantee it would be successfully implemented in the future. Further 
while it may have provided data at company level there is also no guarantee this 
information would be filtered down and presented to individual work centres as close-
to-real-time data for monitoring and follow-up against desired performance targets. In 
addition there was little visible evidence of a process or system for identifying PI 
opportunities and efforts.  
 
Figure 10-3: Capability factor category 2G 
By making company management aware of these issues they obtain new knowledge to 
be used as the basis for corrective action to improve their probability of PI success. 
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Without knowledge of what action needs to be taken improvement in these areas is 
unlikely. Management can decide to include actions to improve these process 
improvement areas in the current PI project under analysis or make a decision to 
include these improvements in future PI projects.  
Other categories from the Pareto analysis Figure 10-2c) are handled in a similar 
fashion.  
10.1.5 Effectiveness function analysis 
Method A was selected to estimate the effectiveness function for the improvement 
project. Performance levels and pairwise judgements of intensity of effort between the 
performance levels are shown in the judgement matrix Figure 10-4. The VP weightings 
are calculated for each performance level. 
Relevant data for estimation of the effectiveness function is summarised in Table 10-III 
with the resulting estimated effectiveness function for the PI project in Figure 10-5.  
Intensity of 
effort 
P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 
VP 
84 75 65 58 54 50 
P5 84 1 4 7 8 9 9 0.487 
P4 75 1/4 1 4 7 8 7 0.260 
P3 65 1/7 1/4 1 3 5 5 0.123 
P2 58 1/8 1/7 1/3 1 2 3 0.061 
P1 54 1/9 1/8 1/5 1/2 1 2 0.040 
P0 50 1/9 1/7 1/5 1/3 1/2 1 0.030 
Figure 10-4: Case A: Judgement matrix 
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i Pi VP Pi* kPi 
0 50 0.030 0 0 
1 54 0.040 0.118 0.023 
2 58 0.061 0.235 0.067 
3 65 0.123 0.441 0.204 
4 75 0.260 0.735 0.504 
5 84 0.487 1.000 1.000 
th 84 … 1 1 
Table 10-III: Case A: Effectiveness function data table 
 
Figure 10-5: Case A: Effectiveness function  
10.1.6 Performance prediction function analysis 
The predicted probability of success function is shown for relative performance Figure 
10-6 and performance Figure 10-7. The function is estimated using the initial kP = 
g(SC) function from Table 7-III and Figure 7-2 and parameters SC = 36 and time = t1. 
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Figure 10-6: Predicted relative performance probability of success (t1, SC = 36) 
 
Figure 10-7: Predicted performance probability of success (t1, SC = 36) 
10.1.7 Post-improvement performance analysis 
A follow-up audit was conducted at completion of the improvement project time = t1. 
Not all actions were completed and there had not been a formal close of the 
improvement project. Project close was therefore defined as a significant slow-down or 
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standstill in further action on the actions list items from the productivity audit. The 
measured result of work centre utilisation was 63 percent.  
The median and 90 percent prediction interval are shown in Table 10-IV together with 
the measured performance result at t1. The performance result is within the 90 percent 
prediction interval as observed in Figure 10-8. While this result alone does not prove 
the theory it does not provide significant evidence against it.  
 
Company 
Target 
Initial  
Audit 
Theor. 
Max. 
Prediction 
Interval for P1 
Follow-up 
Audit 
Ptarg P0 Pth 5% 50% 95% P1 P1* 
Work Centre Utilisation  70 50 84 50 58 67 63 0.38 
Table 10-IV: Work centre utilisation (%) performance data 
 
 
Figure 10-8: Actual performance result (t1, SC = 36) 
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10.2 Verification Case B 
10.2.1 Introduction 
10.2.1.1 Rationale for the study 
The company acknowledge there is a problem with inventory accuracy both in the raw 
materials warehouse and with raw materials stored in tanks in the production area. The 
problems caused by inaccurate data are listed in Table 10-V. These problems are 
believed by the company to be caused by inaccurate data related to raw material 
inventory stock. The company defines inventory errors as errors in batch no, date of 
manufacture, date of expiry, and quantity. The belief from management is that the 
‘attitudes of the people’ are at fault.   
Identified Problem Problem Description ‘Hurt’ Rating (5 high, 1 low) 
1 Unable to fulfil orders Time wastage by personnel in multiple 
functions.  Customers' orders need to be 
changed when stock cannot be located 
5 
2 Lower customer 
confidence in the 
business 
Serviceability levels are lowered due to inability 
to consistently fulfil orders. 
5 
3 Additional cost for 
stock write-offs  
Creates manufacturing variances that need to be 
explained to upper management.  
5 
4 Unplanned transport 
costs 
Additional air-freight costs incurred for 
replacing raw material stock not able to be 
located to to inventory data inaccuracy 
4 
5 Management time 
wastage ‘firefighting’ 
Time wasted looking for materials and adjusting 
stock 
3 
Table 10-V: Identified problems to be improved 
The rating level reflects the ‘amount of pain’ these problems cause the company with 
‘5’ being the highest level of pain, ‘1’ the lowest, and ‘3’ is defined as a typical 
problem requiring fire-fighting to solve it.  The inability to accurately track inventory 
creates wasted time for company personnel, additional unplanned costs, and most 
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importantly reduced confidence in the business by customers when their orders 
frequently require changes to scope and delivery dates.  
10.2.1.2 Goal for the study 
The goal for the study is to determine:  
1. The type of Inventory Accuracy (IA) errors that need to be addressed, and  
2. A quantitative estimate of the current state of the IA errors.  
This knowledge of the type and extent of the issues to be corrected is useful when 
designing suitable process improvement initiatives to achieve performance goals. A 
quantitative performance measurement aids in this process. The estimates obtained can 
be used as a baseline for the company’s process improvement initiatives to move 
towards their desired performance targets.   
Additional goals associated with the research: 
3. Apply the proposed risk assessment model to the problem, and 
4. Verify the results obtained are within prediction interval limits.  
10.2.1.3 Data collection 
The inventory accuracy audits and data collection was conducted by the company 
Operations Manager together with the author. An audit was conducted prior to the 
improvement project (t0) and immediately after the completion of the project (t1). The 
base data utilised was from Cycle Count Worksheets (CCW) printouts from the 
materials tracking and planning system detailing the expected current status of raw 
materials (RM) in a) the raw materials (RM) warehouse and b) raw material tanks 
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located in the production area. Interviews were also conducted with staff and 
observations made during production activities on the shop floor. 
10.2.1.4 Risk to be assessed 
The primary risk is defined as the undesirable event of not achieving the specified 
company specified target of 90 percent for 1) raw materials warehouse inventory 
accuracy and 2) production work centre inventory accuracy.  
10.2.2 Productivity audit analysis 
10.2.2.1 Observed error types 
The observed errors from the initial t0 audit were categorised as described in Table 
10-VI.  
10.2.2.2 Performance estimation: inventory accuracy 
RM warehouse 
The categorisation and frequency of the observed errors is presented in Table 10-VII 
and in Pareto chart form Figure 10-9. It is estimated 59% of observed errors relate to 
errors in locating and relocating raw materials. This is the major item that should be 
tackled first to improve inventory accuracy. In these cases a mismatch has occurred 
between location data available to planners and presented on work orders and the 
actual locations where raw materials are found. This problem is currently exacerbated 
by the lack of secure storage for these materials and consequent uncontrolled access 
together with unclear ownership of the process. 
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Error Type  Error Description 
Product Errors in the product item designation.  
Batch no.  Includes errors where the lot no. is entered instead of batch no., 
e.g. a box of four cans is marked with a lot no. but the 
individual cans are marked with a different batch no. Company 
operations request the batch no. is entered in all cases however 
the CCW has information on lot no. which is contradictory. The 
items are stored in their boxes and therefore the batch no. is 
visible; a potential source of error. 
Manufacturing date This date is important due to shelf-life considerations. An item 
expires 12 months after the supplier’s manufacturing date and 
must be removed from stock and not used for production. 
Location type L1 This error occurs when an item is found at a location however it 
is not listed or reported in the CCW worksheet. When full 
containers are moved the new location is not entered into the 
material management system. When containers are taken to 
production and returned opened they are not returned to their 
original location and the new location is not entered into the 
material management system. Other error scenarios probably 
exist. 
Location type L2 This error occurs when an item is listed or reported in the CCW 
worksheet, however it is not found at the specified location. 
Quantity on hand Errors occur for both full and opened containers. 
Out-of-date product in stock Stock that has been taken out of service is inadvertently 
returned into service. Another cause is that due to the high 
frequency of locations errors, stock is not found in locations 
specified by the Planning function in Work Orders. Operators 
take what is convenient to find rather than the oldest stock first.  
Table 10-VI: Observed Inventory error types 
Error type Frequency Percentage 
Location (type L1) 23 39% 
Location (type L2) 12 20% 
Batch 9 15% 
Qty on Hand 8 14% 
Out-of-Life Product in Stock 6 10% 
Product 1 2% 
Manufacturing Date 0 0% 
Total: 59 100% 
Table 10-VII: Observed inventory error statistics: RM warehouse 
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Figure 10-9: Observed inventory errors by type: RM warehouse  
The company refer to an inventory accuracy measure on a 0-100 percent scale being 
the fraction of products that have no inventory errors.  
Inventory accuracy % = )1 * Quantity of products with errorsTotal quantity of products 0 ∗ 100 (38) 
The observed value of this measure is 35%. This current value can be rated as poor and 
clearly there is room for improvement. The company’s stated goal to achieve better 
than 90% in the near future will require a concerted and sustained effort from the 
organisation.  
Production work centre 
The categorisation and frequency of the observed errors is presented in Table 10-VIII 
and graphically in Pareto chart form Figure 10-10. It is estimated 41% of errors relate 
to mismatch between data in the planning system and the actual observed quantities in 
the ADU tanks. Location type L1 errors are estimated 41% of all errors. These errors 
occurred as only raw materials allocated to 14 of the 22 tanks in operation are 
presented in the CCW printout. The combination of qty-in-hand and location type L1 
errors has the effect that the CCW data is useless in its current state. The planning 
system data used to create the CCW printout has effectively no link to the actual state 
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of the ADU. The combination of people, process, and product required to achieve 
inventory accuracy is not functioning in this instance.  
Error type Frequency Percentage 
Qty on Hand 9 41% 
Location (type L1) 9 41% 
Manufacturing Date 2 9% 
Batch 1 5% 
Out-of-Life Product in Stock 1 5% 
Location (type L2) 0 0% 
Product 0 0% 
Total: 21 100% 
Table 10-VIII: Observed inventory error statistics: Production work centre 
The company currently refer to an inventory accuracy measure on a 0-100 percent 
scale being the fraction of products that have no inventory errors. The observed value 
of this measure is 28%. 
 
 
Figure 10-10: Observed inventory errors by type: Production work centre 
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10.2.2.3 Observed pre-improvement material movement 
The material movement analysis was based on a simplified version of the systematic 
handling analysis (SHA) method as outlined by Müther and Haganäs (1969). Materials 
to be moved are classified according to their characteristics such as size, shape, weight, 
and so on. For each defined route the movement intensity (kg/day) is estimated. When 
multiplied by the distance travelled the transport work (kg-m/day) is estimated. The 
current material movement situation was analysed in Table 10-IX and illustrated in 
Figure 10-11.  
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Transport 
Work 
(kg-
m/day) 
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1) Remote 
Storage 
2) Local Storage 
25 
 28 I --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 28  I 
 --- 700 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---  700  
2) Local Storage 
3) Production 20 
 28 I --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 28  I 
 --- 560 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---  560  
1) Remote 
Storage 
3) Production 
15 
 --- --- 302 A 49 I --- --- --- --- 351  A 
 --- --- --- 4530 --- 735 --- --- --- ---  5265  
3) Production 
1) Remote 
Storage 
15 
 --- --- --- --- 367 A 0.5 O --- --- 368  A 
 --- --- --- --- --- 5505 --- 7.5 --- ---  5513  
3) Production 
4) Production 
Waste 
20 
 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 12 O 12  O 
 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 240  240  
Material 
Class Total 
Intensity 56  302  416  0.5  12  787 ---  
Transport 
Work  1260  4530  6240  7.5  240 --- 12278  
Rating I  A  A  O  O     
Table 10-IX: Material Movement Summary: Production personnel responsibility 
Currently the local storage (2) in Figure 10-11 contains only class (a) materials or 
consumable items with relatively low transport work requirements. The bulk of the 
material moved of classes (b), (c), and (d) is moved directly to and from the paint 
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production work centre and the raw materials warehouse. This material movement was 
performed by production personnel with limited or negligible involvement by 
warehouse staff. The lack of involvement by professional warehouse staff contributed 
significantly to the inventory accuracy errors introduced into the raw materials 
warehouse system. 
 
Figure 10-11: Current material flow 
10.2.2.4 Proposed post-improvement material movement 
A proposal was suggested to expand the existing local storage (2) to include materials 
moved between the RM warehouse (1) and the paint production work centre (3). 
Responsibility for material movement is delineated with production personnel 
responsible for movements to and from (2) and (3) and professional warehouse 
specialists responsible for movement of materials to and from (1) and (2). The 
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replenishment policy would be defined by management to achieve a specified service 
level of material availability in local storage (2).   
The material movement was reanalysed based on the reduced distances for material 
movement by production personnel. Transport work would reduce from 12278 kg-
m/day Table 10-IX to 3973 kg-m/day Table 10-X corresponding to a 67 percent 
reduction. The time used for material movement would be correspondingly reduced. 
This time could be used to obtain additional production capacity and to place increased 
effort on improving and maintaining the production area inventory accuracy at or 
above the desired inventory accuracy target.  
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3) Production 5 
 28 I 302 A 49 I --- --- --- --- 379  A 
 --- 140 --- 1510 --- 245 --- --- --- ---  1895  
3) Production 
2) Local Storage 5 
 --- --- --- --- 367 A 0.5 O --- --- 367  A 
 --- --- --- --- --- 1835 --- 2.5 --- ---  1838  
3) Production 
4) Production 
Waste 
20 
 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 12 O 12  O 
 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 240  240  
Material 
Class Total  
Intensity 28  302  416  0.5  12  787 ---  
Transport 
Work  140  1510  2080  3  240 --- 3973  
Rating I  A  A  O  O     
Table 10-X: Material Movement Summary: Production personnel responsibility 
The remaining transport-work of 7465 kg-m/day Table 10-XI would be conducted by 
warehouse personnel according to the replenishment policy. The revised material 
movements are presented diagrammatically in Figure 10-12. A set of actionable 
outcomes are itemised in Table 10-XII.  
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Material Class: a b c d e Route Total  
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1) Remote 
Storage 
2) Local Storage 
10 
 28 I 302 A 49 I --- --- --- --- 379  A 
 --- 280 --- 3020 --- 490 --- --- --- ---  3790  
2) Local Storage 
1) Remote 
Storage 
10 
 --- --- --- --- 367 A 0.5 O --- --- 367  A 
 --- --- --- --- --- 3670 --- 5 --- ---  3675  
Material 
Class Total 
Intensity 28  302  416  0.5  0  747 ---  
Transport 
Work  280  3020  4160  5  0 --- 7465  
Rating I  A  A  O  O     
Table 10-XI: Material Movement Summary: RM W/H personnel responsibility 
 
Figure 10-12: Proposed material flow 
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No. Outcomes 
A Layout changes 
A1 The packing area is removed from the production area. 
A2 
Local storage in the immediate vicinity of the paint production area is expanded to 
include all consumables and raw materials moving in to the area and finished goods 
moving out of the area.  
B Personnel responsibility changes 
B1 Responsibility for packing of finished goods is transferred to dispatch personnel from production operators. 
B2 Responsibility for transport of all materials to and from the warehouse area is transferred from production operators to warehouse and/or dispatch personnel.   
B3 
Responsibility for providing accurate and timely status information on the state of raw 
materials currently in the paint production machine tanks is to be formalised. Reporting 
frequency and required accuracy to be specified by management. 
B4 
A function/person in the organisation must be designated as responsible for the timely 
entry to the material planning system of the current state of raw materials in the paint 
production machine tanks.  
C Process changes 
C1 Production operators are prohibited from access to the warehouse area except under 
special circumstances (defined by management).  
C2 Once raw materials are transported from the warehouse to local production storage any 
unused portion is not returned to the warehouse.  
C3 Management put in place routines to replenish raw materials and consumables to the production local storage.  
Table 10-XII: Proposed improvement to optimise the stock control system 
10.2.3 Capability factor analysis 
As with Case A process improvement capability factors scores were estimated based 
on interviews with senior management, support function personnel, and shop-floor 
personnel. Time was spent in particular on the shop-floor observing daily production 
operations.  The capability score SC was estimated at 59.  
A breakdown of capability factor scores is presented in tabular form Table 10-XIII and 
histogram form Figure 10-13.  To increase the probability of success it is 
recommended focus be placed on the lowest categories from the Pareto analysis Figure 
10-2c).  
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Table 10-XIII: Case B: Capability factor category scores; tabular form 
The lowest scores were obtained in capability categories 2B and 4D. As seen in Figure 
10-14 category 2B relates to the management of risk in process improvement using risk 
management processes such as that described in this thesis. The assessment of risk is 
proposed both before the process improvement and throughout the process 
improvement process. These risk management processes did not show evidence of 
being a regular or standard feature of process improvement execution. 
Category 4D relates to the interaction of people and processes in the area of 
organisation structure of process improvement teams. The further breakdown in Figure 
10-13d) indicates low scores in 4DG ‘measures of performance’ and 4DD 
‘management responsibility’ connected to team construction, environment, and reward 
and appraisal. Measures of performance to guide teams were largely missing as was the 
situation in Case A. While accounting based KPIs may be in place in the organisation 
these long-delay measurements are of little use in assessing and guiding process 
improvement. More immediate improvement measures are not systematically in place. 
A systematic process and approach to measurement of teams’ progress and results 
following the 4DG capability factors in Figure 10-14 would reduce improvement 
failure risk. 
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Actions to increase the 4DG from 18 to a middle score of 50 would remove category 
4D from the worst-performer category in Figure 10-13c) allowing action to be taken on 
the next lowest category 4E in an ongoing cycle of continuous improvement. 
 
Figure 10-13: Case B: Capability factor category scores; histogram form 
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Figure 10-14: Capability factor category 2B/4D 
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10.2.4 Effectiveness function analysis 
10.2.4.1 Effectiveness function analysis: Method A 
Method A was selected to estimate the effectiveness function for the improvement 
project. Performance levels and pairwise judgements of intensity of effort between the 
performance levels are shown in the judgement matrix Figure 10-4. The VP weightings 
are calculated for each performance level. 
Intensity of 
effort 
P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 
VP 
100 95 85 70 50 35 
P5 100 1 2 3 5 6 8 0.385 
P4 95 1/2 1 2 4 7 7 0.273 
P3 85 1/3 1/2 1 3 5 6 0.181 
P2 70 1/5 1/4 1/3 1 2 3 0.079 
P1 50 1/6 1/7 1/5 1/2 1 2 0.049 
P0 35 1/8 1/7 1/6 1/3 1/2 1 0.033 
Figure 10-15: Case B: Judgement matrix: Method A 
i Pi VP Pi* kPi 
0 35 0.033 0 0 
1 50 0.049 0.231 0.039 
2 70 0.079 0.538 0.114 
3 85 0.181 0.769 0.369 
4 95 0.273 0.923 0.595 
5 100 0.385 1.000 0.875 
th 100 … 1 1 
Table 10-XIV: Case B: Effectiveness function data table: Method A 
Relevant data for estimation of the effectiveness function is summarised Table 10-III 
with the resulting estimated effectiveness function for the PI project Figure 10-5.  
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Figure 10-16: Case B: Effectiveness function: Method A 
10.2.4.2 Effectiveness function analysis: Method C 
The hierarchy of improvement actions Figure 10-17 is derived from the productivity 
audit analysis Table 10-XII. Action effort weightings wEi Figure 10-17 are calculated 
from the judgment VP data in Figure 10-18. 
 
Figure 10-17: Case B: Hierarchy of improvement actions: Method C 
It is important to ensure the pairwise judgements are as consistent as is possible in any 
situation and as a minimum the AHP consistency ratio CR meets Saaty’s requirement 
CR ≤ 0.1. This is particularly the case for the higher levels in the action hierarchy.   
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Benefit weightings wBi are assumed to be equal for each action for this problem and no 
separate benefit judgement analysis has been performed.  
Level of effort A B C VP 
  
CR 
A 1 1/6 1/2 0.111 
  
0.00 
B 6 1 3 0.667 
   
C 2 1/3 1 0.222 
   
        A. Layout changes 
     
Level of effort A1 A2 VP 
   
CR 
A1 1 1/5 0.167 
   
0.00 
A2 5 1 0.833 
    
        B. Personnel responsibility changes 
   
Level of effort B1 B2 B3 B4 VP 
 
CR 
B1 1 1/5 1/7 1 0.069 
 
0.07 
B2 5 1 1/5 4 0.239 
  
B3 7 5 1 7 0.622 
  
B4 1 1/4 1/7 1 0.071 
  
        C. Process changes 
    
Level of effort C1 C2 C3 VP 
  
CR 
C1 1 1 2 0.387 
  
0.02 
C2 1 1 3 0.443 
   
C3 1/2 1/3 1 0.170 
   
Figure 10-18: Case B: Judgement matrix: Method C 
The VPE and VPB weightings are summarised in the data table Table 10-XV.  
i Ai VPE VPB kPi Pi* Pi  i Ai VPE VPB kPi Pi* Pi 
0 --- --- --- 0 0 35  6 A2 0.093 0.111 0.195 0.667 78 
1 A1 0.019 0.111 0.039 0.111 42  7 C2 0.098 0.111 0.208 0.778 86 
2 C3 0.038 0.111 0.080 0.222 49  8 B2 0.159 0.111 0.336 0.889 93 
3 B1 0.046 0.111 0.097 0.333 57  9 B3 0.414 0.111 0.875 1.000 100 
4 B4 0.047 0.111 0.100 0.444 64  th --- --- --- 1 1 100 
5 C1 0.086 0.111 0.182 0.556 71         
Table 10-XV: Case B: Effectiveness function data table: Method C 
The resultant effectiveness function using method C is shown in Figure 10-19. 
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Figure 10-19: Case B: Effectiveness function: Method C 
10.2.4.3 Effectiveness function analysis: Combined A+C 
The effectiveness function has been estimated using both method A and method C. An 
aggregate result is desired to obtain an overall effectiveness function based on the 
results obtained from these two different approaches. It is assumed for this problem 
that the two results have equal merit and therefore an equal weight or average is 
applied wA = wC = 0.5 in Equation (39).  
PCCPAAP kwkwk +=  (39) 
The mean of kP values is calculated and summarised in Table 10-XVI.  
The resultant effectiveness function using the average of results from method A and 
method C is shown in Figure 10-20.  
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i kPi Pi* Pi  i kPi Pi* Pi 
0 0 0 35  6 0.230 0.667 78 
1 0.045 0.111 42  7 0.300 0.778 86 
2 0.060 0.222 49  8 0.460 0.889 93 
3 0.080 0.333 57  9 0.875 1.000 100 
4 0.100 0.444 64  th 1 1 100 
5 0.150 0.556 71      
Table 10-XVI: Case B: Effectiveness function data table: Combined A+C 
 
Figure 10-20: Case B: Effectiveness function: Combined A+C 
10.2.5 Performance prediction function analysis 
The predicted performance probability of success function is shown in Figure 10-7. 
The function is estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation on the initial kP = g(SC) 
function from Table 7-III and Figure 7-2 with parameters SC = 59, time = t1 together 
with the combined effectiveness function from Table 10-XVI and Figure 10-20. The 
probability of success in achieving the 90 percent performance target at time t1 was 
estimated at 7 percent.  
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Figure 10-21: Predicted performance probability of success (t1, SC = 59) 
10.2.6 Post-improvement performance analysis 
10.2.6.1 RM Warehouse 
The categorisation and frequency of the observed errors is presented in Table 10-XVII 
and graphically in Pareto chart form Figure 10-22. The observed value of this measure 
is calculated from the six observed errors in Table 10-XVII. Using the company 
inventory accuracy measure Equation (36) RM W/H inventory accuracy = 1 - (6/26) = 
77%. The performance target of 90% would have required no greater than two 
observed errors.  
The primary cause of the errors was lapses by production staff in reverting to the old 
work processes. The six observed errors are a significant improvement on the 59 errors 
observed prior to the improvement project Table 10-VII.   
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Error type Frequency Percentage 
Location (type L1) 3 50% 
Mnfg. Date 1 17% 
Location (type L2) 1 17% 
Qty on Hand 1 17% 
Batch 0 0% 
Out-of-Life Product in Stock 0 0% 
Product 0 0% 
Total: 6 100% 
Table 10-XVII: Observed inventory error statistics: RM warehouse 
 
Figure 10-22: Observed inventory errors by type: RM warehouse  
10.2.6.2 Production 
The categorisation and frequency of the observed errors is presented in Table 10-XVIII 
and Pareto chart form Figure 10-23. The observed value of this measure is 52 percent. 
This is an improvement from the initial observed estimate of 28 percent. While 
location errors have reduced considerably quantity on hand errors are at a similar level. 
A quantity error is defined as more than 20kg difference between the highest and 
lowest values of the a) mainframe quantity estimate in kg on the CCW sheet, b) the 
physical quantity count conducted at the audit, and c) the quantity entered into the 
production machine control computer. To consistently achieve the production 
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inventory accuracy target of 90 percent the number of quantity related errors need to be 
zero.  
Error type Frequency Percentage 
Qty on Hand 8 73% 
Batch 1 9% 
Out-of-Life Product in Stock 1 9% 
Location (type L2) 1 9% 
Location (type L1) 0 0% 
Manufacturing Date 0 0% 
Product 0 0% 
Total: 11 100% 
Table 10-XVIII: Observed inventory error statistics: Production Work Centre 
 
Figure 10-23: Observed inventory errors by type: Production Work Centre 
10.2.6.3 Summary  
The inventory accuracy results obtained immediately after improvement project 
completion were 77 percent in the raw materials warehouse and 52 percent in the 
production work centre, Table 10-XIX 
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Inventory Accuracy  
(%) 
Company 
Target 
Initial  
Audit 
Theor. 
Max. 
Prediction 
Interval for P1 
Follow-up 
Audit 
Ptarg P0 Pth 5% 50% 95% P1 P1* 
Raw Material W/H  90 35 100 37 72 85 77 0.65 
Production Work Centre  90 28 100 30 69 83 52 0.33 
Mean: 90 32 100 … … … 65 0.49 
Table 10-XIX: Inventory accuracy (%) performance data 
While both results failed to achieve the company target of 90 percent inventory 
accuracy both fall results within the 90 percent prediction interval for SC = 59. 
 
Figure 10-24: Verification results mapped to the kP = f(SC) function 
10.2.7 Sensitivity analysis 
Variation in the variable SC may arise from an: 
a) Error ΔSC in capability score estimation 
b) Increase ΔSC in capability score due to actual increased capability. 
The general case is shown in Figure 10-25 for the Case B improvement over the SC 
range 20 to 90.  
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Figure 10-25: Sensitivity analysis on the variable SC 
The sensitivity analysis on SC for Case B is presented in an alternative format for 
probability of success Figure 10-26 and odds of success Figure 10-27. For some 
managers or decision makers presentation of probability in terms of odds of success 
such as x-to-1 may be more meaningful than presentation of the decimal equivalent 
x/(x+1).  
Reverting to the risk assessment example from Chapter 9.4.2 where the decision maker 
wishes to set a performance target with odds of success 2-to-1 the predicted variation 
in P* may be estimated from Figure 10-27. Over the SC range 20 to 90 the predicted P* 
range is 0.11 to 0.75 providing a visual insight into the increased effectiveness of 
performance gain for companies with high levels of improvement capability when 
compared to companies with low levels of improvement capability. For the SC = 59 
estimated in Case B the corresponding P*targ for odds of success 2-to-1 equals 0.56.  
The mean relative performance expected for Case B over the SC range 20 to 90 is 
shown in Figure 10-28.  
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Figure 10-26: Case B: Probability of success risk assessment curves 
 
 
Figure 10-27: Case B: Odds of success risk assessment curves 
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Figure 10-28: Case B: Mean P* as a function of capability score (SC) 
Considering the effects of an actual improvement in SC equivalent to +10 units for the 
Case B process improvement system Figure 10-29 and Figure 10-30 applicable insights 
include:  
 The greatest improvement ΔP* occurs at a probability of success = 0.96 where 
P* increases from 0 to 0.15. The mean increase in ΔP* = 0.06. 
 In general the greatest effect of increasing SC is to drastically reduce the 
likelihood of extremely poor P* gains. The opposite also applies. 
Therefore while increasing low values of SC provides a gain in expected 
performance the primary benefit of such capability increases may be the 
considerable reduction in the probability of low or negligible gains achieved or 
‘disasters’ from  process improvement projects. 
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Figure 10-29: Probability of success: Sensitivity analysis on SC (59±10) 
 
 
Figure 10-30: Odds of success: Sensitivity analysis on SC (59±10) 
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11 Conclusion 
The results from process improvement initiatives are frequently less than stellar. 
Indications from improvement research in the literature are that the failure rate of 
process improvement is high and exceeding fifty percent. It appears many 
organisations overreach in their expectation of performance gain when compared to 
their capability of achieving these gains.  
The intention of a risk assessment activity is to investigate probabilistic variation in 
factors affecting the achievement of a desired outcome and to propose actions to reduce 
the effect of these variations to within acceptable limits. To execute such a risk 
assessment relevant risks to success achievement must first be indentified. Without 
knowledge of these risk factors a risk assessment has little worth and becomes no more 
than a paper exercise providing a feel-good factor to an organisation while providing 
little real benefit.  
Risk assessments are often conducted based on evaluation of risk factors from 
checklists of generally known risk factors for a particular industry or activity type 
together with additional factors an organisation has learnt from practical experience 
may adversely affect the achievement of a desired outcome. A problem occurs when an 
organisation attempts to implement process improvement projects or initiatives without 
knowledge of these risk factors. Not knowing what they don’t know means they are 
doomed to failure with a very low likelihood of achieving their aims. The results are 
often disappointment and disillusionment with process improvement in general and a 
waning desire to be involved in an activity that has the potential to be beneficial to the 
enterprise but which is being mismanaged due to lack of knowledge. No-one willing 
sets themselves up for or associates with inevitable failure. The research aims to 
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correct this negative but avoidable situation by providing a risk assessment method 
particularly aimed and directed at risk assessment of process improvement projects.  
The original desire at commencement of the research was to provide a risk assessment 
method whereby the results of a productivity audit conducted prior to a process 
improvement would provide the basis for predicting a probability distribution of 
performance gain expected from the designated process improvement project. 
Knowledge of this probability distribution would then allow the estimation of the 
quantitative probability of success in meeting or exceeding company defined 
performance targets from the project. Provision of a method with these characteristics 
would fill an existing knowledge gap as no such method currently exists.  
11.1 A Model for Performance Prediction is Created 
The final model was developed over a number of iterations while including aspects and 
parameters found to be important to obtaining a realistic prediction of future variation 
in performance. The first model developed partially answered the research questions 
and was a necessary step in the fine tuning of ideas and required characteristics. The 
final model meets the aim of creating a model with input of an improvement capability 
of an organisation and data on the characteristics of a specific improvement problem 
and project, and output of probability of success prediction in achieving quantitative 
target performance levels 
11.2 Parameters of the Model are Defined 
The risk factors affecting process improvement success were researched and identified. 
A comprehensive knowledge of these risk factors necessary to provide knowledge to 
an organisation of the capability they require to avoid failure and improve their 
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probability of success. The risk factors represent the improvement capabilities required 
by an organisation and are therefore known as capability factors. The researched 
capability factors were organised in a hierarchal fashion based on an enterprise model 
categorisation 3PE and additionally using a functional categorisation. The linear 
weighted sum of the scores for each capability factor equates to a new improvement 
capability score SC representing the overall improvement capability of the organisation 
for the specific project under consideration. The model parameters have been 
discovered and defined thus meeting the second research objective.    
11.3 Process of Assessment is Established 
The effort applied to a process improvement was determined to be of particular 
importance to the model. A manufacturing organisation, as is the case with individual 
people, may have the capability to apply effective effort to a problem but this not mean 
they will necessarily do so in any particular improvement case. The effort actually 
applied while having an increasing trend relationship with capability is found to have a 
stochastic component. The effective effort is represented by a new variable 
‘performance effectiveness’ kP.   
Performance obtained from applied effort is not necessarily linear. The literature 
provides many examples of organisations prioritising improvements of the type ‘low 
hanging fruit’ where easy initial gains can be expected to be obtained. Low hanging 
fruit projects however can be compared to the squeezing of a lemon. In this analogy 
large quantities of performance in the form of amount of lemon juice can be initially 
obtained using little effort, however obtaining the last amount of juice requires 
correspondingly larger levels of effort. The effort required to squeeze out the last 
drops, if possible to apply at all, may not justify the performance reward. Similarly a 
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manufacturing organisation may decide further reduction of a machine set-up time 
below two minutes after initially starting with a time of twenty minutes is not 
reasonably possible as their manufacturing improvement system is not capable of 
applying the necessary effort to the problem; in this case they may settle for the two 
minute set-up duration as a good result.  
A method or methods were therefore required to estimate the non-linear relationship 
between effort or performance effectiveness and the performance gain. A total of for 
methods have been developed in the research to estimate the relation between 
performance effectiveness and performance for an improvement project. These 
methods use varying techniques alone or in combination to estimate the effectiveness 
function. 
Combining the above components provides a model for risk assessment purposes in a 
real world manufacturing system that uses the performance effectiveness variable kP as 
the glue between current capability estimate and the probability distribution of future 
predicted performance.  
Based on an estimate of capability SC, current performance P0, theoretical maximum 
performance Pth, and estimates of the effectiveness function, the probability of success 
in meeting a desired performance target Ptarg can be estimated in quantitative terms. 
The capability scores provide knowledge to an organisation of capability areas they 
need to focus on to improve their capability level and improve their probability of 
success.  
The process to obtain desired outputs from the risk assessment model by calculation 
and processing of collected site data has been defined thus meeting the third objective,    
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11.4 The Model has been Validated 
The implementation and follow-up of real-world improvement projects can take 
extended amounts of time. Defining a problem to be improved, designing a solution, 
and conducting risk analyses as described in this thesis take time. Many organisations 
have formal approval processes before improvements of non-trivial scope are allowed 
to proceed where the approval process cannot be hurried, in particular if decisions are 
made higher in the system at an external head office.  
The validation projects chosen were non-trivial in nature in that they required a 
systematic analysis of the problem including analysis of processes and people 
involved. For this reason only two improvement projects were followed and the risk 
assessment process applied and tracked until after implementation. An adequate 
statistical analysis of results to validate the model would require a large sample of 
projects which was not possible with an individual researcher over the allotted research 
time frame. For this reason the validation focus was placed on estimation of the 
capability and predicting the range of performance predicted for the improvement 
projects in two SME manufacturing organisations. The aim was to evaluate the 
application of the risk assessment process for its suitability as a method to improve the 
probability of success of improvement projects.   
It was validated that the data collected from the projects is suitable and applicable for 
the model and that performance predictions and actual results were in accordance 
within bounds of significance. The fourth and last research objective is thus met.  
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11.5 Application of the Risk Assessment Method to Other Areas 
While the risk assessment method has been aimed at manufacturing in particular, it 
should be noted the method is sufficiently generic to be used in other fields of 
endeavour where organisations are attempting to improve their performance by 
initiating process improvements. Additional application areas include but are not 
limited to heath, construction, R&D, software development, academic organisations 
such as universities, and office environments such as engineering, law, accounting, etc. 
Many if not most of the identified improvement capability factors are general to all 
improvement in business organisations. The model may be tailored to include area and 
industry specific capability risk factors as is often necessary for new project types 
where prior experience is limited.  
11.6 Further Research 
It is normal to take a long time, often protracted into years, to collect data from 
industry due to many delaying factors. This duration is too long compared to the 
duration available for the research described in this thesis with the result the research 
has been limited to a relatively small set of industry PI projects and consideration only 
of performance attained immediately after PI project completion. Although useful 
insights have been obtained on a reduced PI project sample it is acknowledged further 
industry data collection on a larger sample of organisations and improvement projects 
has the potential to enrich and further verify the model.  
The research in this thesis is the beginning of a new body of knowledge worthy of 
future effort and investigation.  One topic of research is improvement of the capability 
score measure SC. The SC provides a twofold purpose in a) providing a quantitative 
score for use in the risk assessment model, and b) providing a list of capability factors 
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to provide insight to an organisation on areas they should prioritise and focus on to 
improve their probability of PI success. Further study is required to optimise the types 
of capability factor groupings and the individual capability factors contained in each 
group based on their level of significance to PI performance gain success. If the risk 
assessment model is achieve widespread use and relevance it is necessary adequate SC 
measurements in terms of validity and reliability must be possible by decision makers 
in either large or small (SME) companies who are not specialists in PI capability 
required and the estimation of their current capability.  
A second topic of research is to conduct a longitudinal study in a suitably sized set of 
manufacturing companies to determine the accuracy, effectiveness and usefulness to 
industry of the PI risk assessment model over an extended period of time when 
compared to their historical levels of PI performance. The perceived usefulness of the 
model to decision makers as a decision support tool to improve their attainment and 
sustainment over time of achieved performance gains will be a measure of the success 
of the model to industry.  
These two research topics mentioned above, although a small subset of potential future 
research, provide however an insight into R&D directions for the PI risk model to 
ultimately improve the strategic productivity gains companies obtain from their PI 
efforts.  
11.7 Concluding Remarks 
The research has contributed to the body of knowledge by providing a method to 
estimate the quantitative probability of success in meeting performance targets based 
on an audit of the level of capability for risk factors known to affect the attainment of 
performance gain from process improvement.  
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By improving success rates interest and willingness by personnel to be associated with 
and actively engaged in process improvement activities could be expected to increase. 
This is a basis for a successful continuous improvement program where new 
improvement ideas are successfully implemented more often than not and where 
performance gains one attained are more likely to be sustained. The new risk 
assessment method has the potential to provide a positive contribution in this direction.  
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